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GUT ZU WISSEN

Was bedeutet GRI? Die Abkürzung GRI 
steht für „Global Reporting Initiative“. Die 
1997 gegründete, gemeinnützige Stiftung 
versteht sich als kontinuierlicher Dialog-
prozess zwischen Unternehmen, Univer-
sitäten, staatlichen Organisationen und 
vielen weiteren Gruppen. Der GRI-Leit-
faden zählt weltweit zu den bekanntesten 
Richtlinien für Nachhaltigkeitsberichte 
und dient insbesondere auch kleinen und 
mittelständische Unternehmen (KMU) als 
Hilfestellung für die freiwillige Bericht-
erstattung.

ences how we, as a family-owned enterprise, deal with 
our employees, their training and our responsibility as a 
major employer in the local region. 

Foreword
Dear Readers, 

We have taken the next step. In the spirit of sustaina-
ble business operations, Mosca is prepared to assume 
more responsibility as a company and to provide an 
important impetus to the industry as a technology lead-
er. This is based on our innovative strength, which has 
always been the Mosca Group's strongest competitive 
advantage. Innovation is the backbone of our success 
and is manifested in technological solutions including 
our SoniXs sealing technology and new resource-saving 
minimal packaging solutions. Mosca's widespread market 
acceptance validates our position and encourages us to 
resolutely continue on this path.

First and foremost, our customers are interested in sus-
tainable end-of-line solutions. Long before we initiated 
our sustainability committee in 2020, this was the focus 
of our product development and a point of reference for 
the Mosca Group's general orientation.

More than 25 years ago, we converted most of our 
strapping machines to energy-saving DC motors and 
replaced inefficient pneumatics with electrically powered 
actuators. In 2004, we pioneered our patented SoniXs 
technology that uses ultrasonic waves to weld strap 
ends. 

We have been operating our strap production plant at 
the site among others with solar power since 2008. In 
the same year, we launched the production of polyeth-
ylene terephthalate (PET) strapping from 100% recycled 
PET flakes and tested the use of recycled polypropylene 
(rPP). The development of compostable polylactic acid 
(PLA)-based straps, which began in 2013, is now com-
plete and patented. The Mosca Group is currently focus-
ing on the introduction of biopolypropylene (bioPP) as a 
raw material and the groundwork has already been laid 
with the recently acquired International Sustainability 
and Carbon Certification (ISCC).

As the CEO in charge of the strap production, I have 
always been keenly interested in plastics, material input/
substitution and the closed-loop economy. Since I took 
on this responsibility twelve years ago, I have been 
constantly looking for ways to change the industry and 
contribute even more added value. At the same time, 
my role as a family-oriented mother moves me to think 
about the world we want to live in and what we will pass 
on to our children.

The need to improve sustainability goes far beyond the 
boundaries of production. To a great extent, it also influ-



GOOD TO KNOW

What is GRI? The abbreviation GRI 
stands for Global Reporting Initiative. 
Founded in 1997, this non-profit organ-
isation supports a continuous dialogue 
between companies, universities, gov-
ernment organisations and many other 
groups. The GRI guidelines are among 
the best-known for sustainability reports 
worldwide and also serve small and medi-
um-sized enterprises (SMEs) in particular 
as an aid for voluntary reporting. 

! The accompanying social responsibility motivates us 
every day and gives our actions a special significance. 
We are shaping our approach with our Nonstop respon-
sible 2027 sustainability strategy and our first sustaina-
bility report referencing the GRI guidelines. It has always 
been important for us to serve as an industry pioneer on 
our own volition, and not to simply take action when we 
are required to do so in compliance with external factors, 
such as the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive 
(CSRD) guidelines.

As part of a comprehensive inventory, we have succeed-
ed in identifying the key factors of our carbon footprint. 
We see the greatest leverage in the selection of raw ma-
terials for our strap production. Despite the high propor-
tion of recycled and bio-plastics – by today's standards 
– we want to continuously improve in this area. 

Our aim is to apply our years of expertise to support 
customers in their sustainability efforts and accompany 
them as enablers on their path to optimal packaging. 
The starting position is good, assuming there is a certain 
degree of market acceptance and willingness to make 
sustainable changes in packaging. We have made it our 
mission to offer our customers advice and to support 
them by raising awareness.

The next milestones are forthcoming. Along with the 
market launch of a strap made of bioPP, we will be 
opening our Mosca Tech Center, a testing lab for load 
securing in 2023. We will also be raising sustainability 
consulting to a new level with a CO2 product calculator. 
Our sustainability committee will be fully staffed by the 
end of 2023.

Our long-term climate protection goal follows Germany's 
Agenda 2030 which envisages a 65% reduction of the 
carbon footprint by 2030. To achieve this, we are focus-
ing primarily on changing over our raw materials and in-
creasing the use of solar and other renewable energies.
At Mosca, the economic growth and sustainable devel-
opment of our company are anything but contradictory. 
On the contrary: sustainable solutions have always been 
closely linked to our corporate development. We believe 
this connection will become stronger in the future and 
the two goals will go hand in hand. As we see it, sustain-
ability will play a crucial key role in long-term corporate 
growth.

Despite a few challenges, such as the proliferation of 
laws and regulations, the limited availability of alternative 
raw materials, and the lack of consideration of bio raw 
materials in the EU compared to recycled materials, we 
look to the future with confidence. We are determined 
to face all challenges, to overcome them successfully 
and efficiently, and to consolidate and expand our role as 
an innovative industry pioneer.

On behalf of the Mosca Group, I welcome your interest 
in our activities and progress in the field of sustainability. 
I hope you find our sustainability report interesting and 
informative. 

Simone Mosca
CEO Mosca GmbH
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1 Company
Nonstop Performance 

Sustainability initiatives at Mosca. 
Voluntary sustainability reporting 
referencing the GRI guidelines re-
flects our commitment to combat 
climate change and improve envi-
ronmental protection at Mosca. We 
successfully introduced an energy 
management system in compliance 
with DIN EN ISO 50001 in 2015 and 
have been compiling carbon foot-
print reports since 2019. For 2023, 
we are aiming for certification in 
accordance with DIN EN ISO 14001, 
the globally applied standard for 
environmental management sys-
tems.
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1.1 Organisation
COMPANY

Nonstop  
Performance

Nonstop Performance. In keeping with this slogan, we at 
Mosca develop and produce comprehensive end-of-line 
systems along with consumables for packaging and se-
curing a wide variety of goods for transport. As a family-
owned company with a global orientation, our focus is on 
reliable and sustainable solutions. But building long-term 

GOOD TO KNOW

The CEOs of the Mosca GmbH with Owner 
Timo Mosca, Simone Mosca and Alfred 
Kugler. (f. r. t. l.)

!

Strategy and  
Management

relationships based on trust is also directly linked to our 
concept of sustainability. This includes relationships with 
employees, partners and suppliers as well as with our 
customers and local region. Strategic partnerships and 
acquisitions are therefore the basis for growth at Mosca.

COMPANY
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2,380
1966

27
70%
7

1,120 214.8

Mosca in 
numbers

FOUNDED

SUBSIDIARIES

EXPORT RATE

PRODUCTION SITES

 M €  
TURNOVER 

(2021)

MACHINES  
PRODUCED  

(2021)

EMPLOYEES  
WORLDWIDE 
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Company Profile
Nonstop Performance. As an internationally oriented 
family business, we have stood for quality and reliability 
in the field of securing goods in transit for over 55 years. 
In line with our "Nonstop Performance" slogan, we deve-
lop efficient strapping machines, complex systems and 
high-quality strapping materials at our headquarters in 
Waldbrunn, Germany. As an experienced system supplier, 
we support our customers with a comprehensive, holistic 
service concept that includes sustainability consulting 
and total cost of ownership (tco) calculations. Backed by 
our innovational strength and pioneering spirit, we set 
new standards in the industry and continue to streng-
then our position as a technology leader.

GOOD TO KNOW

Strapping. The term "strapping" refers to the 
use of a plastic strap to bundle and seal pa-
ckages or secure palletised products for trans-
port. In this process, individual packages are 
first placed into the machine, encircled by the 
strap and secured. Similarly, packages can be 
placed on a pallet which then will be secured 
as a whole through strapping.

!

COMPANY
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Organisational structure of the Mosca Group
Globally, the Mosca Group is comprised of 27 subsidiaries 
in 19 countries, including seven production sites for ma-
chines and consumables. 

Mosca GmbH serves as the Management Holding Com-
pany for the globally operating Mosca Group. The Ma-
nagement consists of the Mosca Corporate CEOs and 
the Mosca Corporate Management, which is composed 
of the divisional Group Directors. They together make 

Mosca 

GmbH

Basic Design 
& 

Engineering
Executive 

Office

Quality 
manage-

ment (QM) 
& Health 
Safety 

Environment 
(HSE)

Ownership 
Manage-

ment

Procure-
ment & 

Purchasing

Processes & 
Organisation

IT Global  
Marketing

Corporate 
Controlling

Human  
Resources

Sustaina-
bility 

 Committee

Erste Odenwälder  
Grundstücksverwaltungs 

GmbH & Co. KG (EOG)

Mosca Machinery & 
Equipment GmbH & 

Co. KG (MME)

Mosca Strap &  
Consumables GmbH & Co. 

KG (MSC)

Mosca Sales &  
Service GmbH & 

Co. KG (MSS) 

Assembly Manufac-
turing

Logistics
Operating 
Techno-

logy

Scheduling 
/ Produc-
tion / Data 
Acquisition

Costing

Engi-
neered 

to Order 
(EtO)

Produc-
tion

Distribu-
tion

Sales Service

the strategic decisions for the entire Mosca Group. A 
sustainability management division was created at the 
end of 2021 to strengthen the company's strategic  
focus on this topic, the Sustainability Committee, which  
is introduced in Chapter 3.2.

CEO

Sustainability 
Committee 2021

Group Director Global 
Purchasing & 
Procurement

Head of Global  
Marketing 

Compliance
Manager

Head of QM/HSE

Sustainability Officer

Link to the Mosca Holding-Structure

International  
Subsidiaries

Research 
&  

Develop-
ment (R&D)

COMPANY

https://www.mosca.com/de-de/unternehmen/unternehmen/mosca-group/
https://www.mosca.com/de-de/news-details/mosca-stellt-sich-mit-holding-struktur-fuer-die-zukunft-auf/
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Innovation and sustainable growth are based on corpo-
rate development with strategic partnerships and acqui-
sitions. We secure our economic success and long-term 
perspective with a healthy financial basis and compre-
hensive risk management.

„OUR PURSUIT OF INDUSTRY-LEADING 
PERFORMANCE IS BASED ON A CORPORATE 

CULTURE THAT ENCOURAGES EMPLOYEES, OP-
ERATES SUSTAINABLY, AND ASSUMES CORPO-
RATE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE BENEFIT OF 

ALL STAKEHOLDERS.“

Timo Mosca, CEO & Owner
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Dynamic technological progress is not only changing our 
society, it is also transforming our corporate processes 
and business models. Our goal is to lead the industry 
with our machines and technologies and to continuous-
ly develop our enterprise. A key focus in this respect 
is digitalisation. With strict adherence to data securi-
ty and protection, our digital solutions strengthen our 
customers' processes and make packaging, strapping 
and transport security smarter. Already today, machine 
parameters can be mapped and performance data visu-
alised with the help of the Internet of Things (IoT) and a 
Web-based Human Machine Interface (WebHMI). Signs 
of machine wear can be identified at an early stage to 
prevent breakdowns and optimise maintenance.

Digitalisation –  
ready for the future

With our digital visions, we are going a step further and 
pursuing a path to the future. Digital twin solutions, busi-
ness models such as pay-per-use and call-back request 
services are aimed at increasing productivity and effi-
ciency for our customers to an even higher level in the 
future. Our goal is to develop customised products, ser-
vices and business models that support our customers 
in achieving their goals in terms of productivity, efficien-
cy and sustainability.

COMPANY
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COMPANY

Nonstop  
Performance

1.2 Code  
of Conduct 

Sustainability means taking responsibility – not only for 
production, but also for the environment and the local 
region, as well as customers and employees. Our cor-
porate culture reflects the values of a family business: 
in-house and external relationships are based on mutual 
trust, respect and open communication. We are all com-
mitted to acting responsibly. Consequently, our man-
agement philosophy strives to develop the necessary 
expertise of our employees and to maintain a continuous 
process of improvement.

Responsible  
corporate governance

Our commitment to integrity and professionalism is 
reflected in the Mosca Code of Conduct. These docu-
mented standards and guidelines for sustainable corpo-
rate activities and behaviour within the workforce apply 
to our employees as well as to our partners. The first 
step was to educate our managers, who then trained 
their staff. In the future, we want to ensure compa-
ny-wide compliance with our Code of Conduct through 
regular training programmes.

GOOD TO KNOW

Code of Conduct (CoC). A Code of Conduct is a 
series of guidelines and regulations that companies 
impose on themselves as part of a voluntary self-
commitment. The formulated behavioural instruc-
tions serve as a (basic) action plan for employees 
that channels desired behaviour and helps avoid 
undesired actions. 

     To the Mosca Code of Conduct

!

COMPANY

https://www.mosca.com/fileadmin/content/images/sustainability/Mosca_Code_of_Conduct_EN.pdf
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In line with our Code of Conduct, we are committed 
to respecting human rights in all our activities. We fully 
endorse the relevant international standards, princip-
les, rules and laws. These include the UN Human Rights 
Charter and the core labour standards of the Interna-
tional Labour Organization (ILO). We demand the same 
from our business and contractual partners. At the same 
time, we support internal and external compliance with 
human rights due diligence obligations through suitable 
processes.

The general process includes everything from risk identi-
fication and assessment, to the creation of action plans 
and the introduction of appropriate measures, to audits 
and the definition of targets for improvement. We moni-
tor our supply chain with the help of supplier self-disclo-
sure and audits. If there is a need for action, we reserve 
the right to change suppliers.

Respect for  
human rights
 At Mosca, we foster a culture of equal opportunity, trust 

and mutual respect. The company is committed to fair 
treatment of all employees, regardless of gender, age, 
ethnic origin, sexual identity, disability, religious affiliation 
or world view. We promote equality in the workplace and 
prevent discrimination in the recruitment of employees 
and in the promotion or assignment of training and 
development measures. Every employee is obliged to 
respect the privacy of colleagues and superiors and to 
prevent harassment in the workplace.

Equal opportunity  
and fair treatment
 

Employees, suppliers and customers have the option of 
reporting suspected violations of our Code of Conduct in 
various ways. They can choose to contact a manager or 
the compliance office directly (compliance@mosca.com). 
Alternatively, they will soon be able to submit complaints 
anonymously with a report form on the website.

Complaint  
management
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1.3 Value Chain

At Mosca, sustainable corporate success means as-
suming ecological and social responsibility along the 
entire value chain. This applies to both product divisions: 
strapping machines and consumables. Our efforts in this 
regard begin with the suppliers and external vendors 
and continue throughout the entire distribution channel, 
including international sales partners and end customers.

Responsibility 
along the entire 
value chain

GOOD TO KNOW

In this first step, we show the structure 
of our value chains. In the future, sustain-
ability measures in the individual stages 
of our value chains will be shown in more 
detail.

!

COMPANY

Nonstop  
Performance

COMPANY



End customers

Global Mosca  
sales entities

Authorised interna-
tional sales partners

Machines

External suppliersMetal suppliers

Supply of semi-finished 
products/raw materials

Supply of electrical com-
ponents/other externally 
sourced parts

Mosca Machinery & 
Equipment GmbH & Co. 
KG – assembly 

Mosca Sales & Service 
GmbH & Co. KG

Maschinenfabrik Gerd 
Mosca Sdn Bhd (Malaysia)

Mosca Elektronik &  
Antriebstechnik GmbH 

Mosca Machinery & 
Equipment GmbH & Co. 
KG – in-house production

In-house delivery  
of manufactured  
assemblies & parts

Supply of finished  
machines & systems

Supply of finished  
machines 

Supply of electrical  
components (controls) &  
wiring harnesses

Distribution 
channel

COMPANY
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Global Mosca  
sales entities

End customers

Authorised interna-
tional sales partners

*Cardboard, cores, additives, dyes, etc. 

Strap & Consumables 

Distribution channel

100%

PP suppliers

rPP suppliers

rPET suppliers

Non-plastics suppliers* 

bioPP suppliers

recycled

Mosca Strap & 
Consumables 
GmbH & Co. KG
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQtoyTeHNP0
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1.4 Materiality  
Analysis

To identify our material sustainability aspects, we con-
ducted our first materiality analysis in 2022. This was 
carried out according to Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
guidelines and included all relevant stakeholders.

Based on the principle of double materiality, our materi-
ality analysis takes into account the effects of external 
aspects on Mosca (outside-in perspective) as well as 
the influence we have on society and the environment 
(inside-out perspective) and was carried out in several 
stages.

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS

 + Employees at the Waldbrunn and Muckental sites

 + Works council

 + Management

 + Department heads

 + Sustainability Officer

 + Suppliers

 + Banks

 + Communities

 + Local residents

 + Partners and service providers 

 + Industry associations

 + Customers

COMPANY

Nonstop  
Performance

COMPANY
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We facilitated an in-house workshop to pre-select the 
most relevant topics for internal stakeholders and to 
identify the most important external stakeholders. Along 
with members of the sustainability committee, parti-
cipants included the management staff, works council 
and several department heads. The eleven-member 
team identified 28 topics relevant to Mosca based on 80 
questions from the fields of economy, social affairs and 
ecology. The responses were then mapped in an initial 
matrix and weighted according to relevance. In the end, 
32 questions were extracted from the 28 subject areas 
for the stakeholder survey in the second phase of the 
materiality analysis.  

Facilitated in-house workshop Stakeholder survey
Evaluation and identification of 

key issues

Phase 1:  
In-house workshop

We conducted two surveys to assess the outside-in and 
inside-out dimensions. The in-house survey was addres-
sed to all employees at the Waldbrunn and Muckental 
sites, spread by e-mail, notice and QR code. The external 
survey was addressed to the identified stakeholders: 601 
people were selected to receive the questionnaire.

The participants assessed the various sustainability to-
pics according to their relevance today and in five years' 
time. The response rates were relatively high. While the 
response rate for the external survey was 14.1 %, 42.3 % 
of the Mosca employees completed the questionnaire.

Phase 2:  
Stakeholder survey

COMPANY
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GOOD TO KNOW

Roadmap for the future. The global com-
munity adopted the Agenda 2030 in 2015. 
The aim was to enable a decent livelihood 
everywhere in the world and preserve the 
natural basis of life. The 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals encompass economic, 
ecological and social aspects. They are 
addressed to all governments, civil socie-
ty, the private sector and science com-
munities worldwide.

!

Facilitated in-house workshop Stakeholder survey
Evaluation and identification of 

key issues

The feedback from internal and external stakeholders 
resulted in a concentration on 17 material issues. These 
were linked to the global UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) and integrated into a materiality matrix.

For example, the issue of digitalisation from the eco-
nomy theme group correlates with SDG 9 (industry, in-
novation and infrastructure). Waste management and 
energy efficiency, the two environmental issues within 
the organisation, correlate with SDG 12 and 13 (responsi-
ble consumption and production; climate action). The key 
social issues include responsible corporate and human 
resource management, fairness in dealing with suppliers 
(both SDG 8 – decent work and economic growth) and 
the communication culture (SDG 3 – good health and 
well-being).

Phase 3:  
Evaluation and 
identification of 
the key issues

COMPANY
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Digitalisation

Indirect economic impact 

Reduction of  
air pollution 

Energy efficiency within the organisation 

Waste management 

Renewable energy sources 

Reconciliation of family and work 

Education and training 

Acting in accordance with the law 

Communication culture 

Responsible company management 

Protection and safety  
of employees 

Responsible personnel management 
Transparent business relations 

Fairness in dealing with suppliers

Responsible overtime  
management

Transparency of  
operational decisions 
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Materiality Analysis Summary
Key issues for internal and external stakeholders linked to  
the Sustainable Development Goals 
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The results of this materiality analysis also served as the basis for the  
development of our sustainability strategy: Nonstop responsible 2027

COMPANY
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1.5 Stakeholder 
Dialogue

The continuous dialogue with our stakeholders is a key 
component of our sustainability management strategy. 
This makes it especially important for us to communicate 
transparently in order to monitor and take account for 
the different perspectives. In this context, we communi-
cate with our stakeholders through various channels.

We carry out a regular and direct dialogue with  
customers as part of our daily business operations. We 
also reach them through telesales, advisory meetings, 
trade shows and on-site services. In addition, we publish 
our MOSCA 360° customer magazine twice a year.

In the spirit of partnership, we place great value on 
long-term cooperation with our international suppliers. 
Communication takes place in the course of day-to-
day business as well as through the mandatory supplier 
self-assessment and the Mosca supplier portal.

Our employees receive the most important information 
via SharePoint, in-house communications, bulletin board 
notices and our Info-TV programme, which is broadcast 
on screens in all buildings on the factory premises. In-
depth dialogue also takes place via staff meetings and 
employee feedbacks, which are - depending on circum-
stances - scheduled on a daily, weekly or monthly inter-
val. MOSCANEWS, our employee magazine is published 
four times a year.

Social media channels including LinkedIn, Xing, Facebook, 
Instagram and YouTube offer us further opportuni-
ties for regular interaction with the various stakeholder 
groups.

COMPANY

Nonstop  
Performance

COMPANY
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Our main communication channels for internal and exter-
nal stakeholder dialogue:

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION CHANNELS EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

 + Mosca SharePoint

 + In-house messages

 + Info TV

 + Bulletin board notices 

 + MOSCANEWS (employee magazine)

 + Staff meetings

 + Employee dialogue 

 + Daily, weekly and monthly communications

 + Telesales 

 + Customer advisory meetings

 + Services and support

 + MOSCA360° (customer magazine)

 + Trade fairs

 + Supplier self-disclosure

 + Supplier portal

 + Social media (Xing, LinkedIn, Facebook,  
Instagram, YouTube)

Based on our materiality analysis, we strive to intensify 
the dialogue with our stakeholders. A number of initia-
tives have been launched for this specific purpose. For 
example, we are planning to conduct an annual employee 
satisfaction survey from 2022 on. Regular surveys of ex-
ternal stakeholders are also planned for the future.

GOOD TO KNOW

In 2021, Mosca received the “Germany's 
Best - Sustainability” award in the Me-
chanical and Plant Engineering category. 
2022, we gained it for the second year in 
a row. The study is conducted annually 
by the Institute for Management and 
Economic Research (IMWF) on behalf of 
Focus Money and Deutschland Test. Some 
24,000 companies and brands took part in 
the study. 

!

COMPANY
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State of Baden-
Württemberg WIN 
Charta 
Signing the Baden-Württemberg WIN-Charta shows 
that we at Mosca are clearly committed to economic, 
ecological and social responsibility. At the same time, we 
are also expressing our identification with our economic 
region. The WIN-Charta was developed as a tool for sus-
tainably operating small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs). The management is based on self-commitment, 
initiative and external communication.

From the twelve guiding principles of the WIN-Charta, 
we selected the following development themes: Human 
and Workers' Rights (guiding principle 01), Energy and 
Emissions (05) and Sustainable Innovation (08).

Networks and  
Memberships
Networks and memberships are an important element 
in our efforts to maintain a continuous dialogue with our 
stakeholders. The following are particularly relevant in 
the context of our sustainability management strategy:

An overview of our other memberships and partnerships 
can be found here.Link to the WIN Charta

COMPANY

https://www.mosca.com/en-en/company/suppliers-partners-customers/networks-memberships/
https://www.nachhaltigkeitsstrategie.de/wirtschaft/win-charta/win-charta-unternehmen/detail/mosca-gmbh
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1.6 Nonstop responsible 
– Mosca Sustainability 
Strategy

At Mosca, sustainability means taking responsibility for 
our products, for the future of our environment and local 
region, and for reliability vis-à-vis customers and emp-
loyees. Our independence as an owner-managed com-
pany enables us to bear this responsibility on our own.

Nonstop responsible 2027 is our sustainability strategy 
to help ensure life is worth living, today – and tomorrow. 
In keeping with our position as a leading industry sup-
plier, we want to break new ground in sustainability – and 
set an example in the world of strapping machines, pallet 
presses and transport security systems.

COMPANY

Nonstop  
Performance

COMPANY
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Based on the results of our materiality analysis, we are 
focusing on four fields of action, each corresponding to 
one of the 17 global Sustainable Development Goals from 
the United Nations.

Good Health and Well-Being 
Quality Education 
Responsible Consumption and Production 
Climate Action 

Relevant core issues and strategic objectives have been 
defined for each of these four fields of action. Measu-
rable targets, key performance indicators (KPIs) and 
concrete measures have been developed for each core 
topic until the end of 2023. We outline the status of our 
targets every year in a sustainability report.

COMPANY
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Good Health and Well-Being 
We want to ensure suitable conditions for a healthy life 
– for all employees of all ages and promote their well-be-
ing. We are therefore committed to the following:

(1) DEVELOP IN-HOUSE COMMUNICATION CULTURE.

We have set the following goals for 2027:

 – Establish an annual survey on employee satisfaction 
with traceability of derived measures

 – Prepare and implement a communication matrix
 – Create leisure areas

By the end of 2023 we plan to:

 – Conduct and evaluate a first survey based on a suita-
ble concept 

 – Generate a first communication matrix along with a 
concept for regular communication available to all em-
ployees to create the greatest possible transparency

 – Improve awareness of our leisure areas and increase 
their use 

To measure our level of achievement, we will use the 
following KPIs:

 – Participation rate and number of actions per survey
 – Results of the employee survey

(2) REDUCE WORKLOAD.

We have set the following goals for 2027:

 – Optimise workloads
 – Reduce overtime 

By the end of 2023 we plan to: 

 – Distribute the workload over a larger number of em-
ployees by optimising human resource planning and 
increasing the size of our workforce

 – Simplify SAP processes and train employees to be-
come SAP experts by optimising system processes 
and offering advanced training

To measure our level of achievement, we will use the 
following KPIs:

 – Overtime per employee
 – Results of the employee survey

(3) PROMOTE EMPLOYEE HEALTH.

We have set the following goals for 2027:

 – Improve the physical and mental health of  
employees

By the end of 2023 we plan to: 

 – Conduct a survey to determine staff willingness and 
create more exercise opportunities, which will also in-
crease the number of participants 

 – Increase the number of ergonomic workstations by 
purchasing only height-adjustable new desks

 – Determine the responsibility for employee social coun-
selling and resume this programme

To measure our level of achievement, we will use the 
following KPIs:

 – Number of exercise opportunities
 – Number of ergonomic workstations
 – Results of the employee survey



Quality Education 
We are committed to providing inclusive, equal and 
good-quality education while enabling lifelong learning 
for all employees. That is why we are committed to

(1) EXPANDING OUR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMMES.

We have set the following goals for 2027:

 – Expand education and advanced training opportuni-
ties

 – Train employees to become experts in various fields 
while increasing the level of expertise in the compa-
ny and thereby improving innovation and competi-
tiveness

 – Increase staff retention

By the end of 2023 we plan to: 

 – Determine the criteria for management training and 
conduct training of all managers

 – Develop a training concept to better recognise and 
promote the potential of our employees

 – Create incentives to retain our apprentices in the 
company for the long term

 – Change our system so that training hours can be 
tracked

To measure our level of achievement, we will use the 
following KPIs:

 – Number/increase of training hours
 – Number of advanced training programmes used
 – Retention rate of apprentices

COMPANY
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Responsible Consumption and Production 
An important subtask on our way to increasing sustaina-
bility is to ensure suitable consumption and production 
patterns. In this field of action, we want to achieve the 
following:

(1) REDUCE CONSUMPTION OF RAW MATERIALS 
AND OTHER RESOURCES. 

We have set the following goals for 2027:

 – Become the technology leader in minimal packaging 
(strapping and stretch film) 

 – Reduction of grammage per specification by 10%

By the end of 2023 we plan to:

 – Decrease material input while maintaining the same 
strap performance by developing concepts for redu-
cing material and carrying out tests to lower the gram-
mage per specification by 5%

 – Determine the potential to reduce scrap in our strap 
production and implement this reduction gradually

To measure our level of achievement, we will use the fol-
lowing KPIs:

 – Grammage/specification
 – Scrap rate

(2) IMPROVE WASTE MANAGEMENT.

We have set the following goals for 2027:

 – Establish a holistic waste management system
 – Continue to comply with and, if possible, exceed the 
requirements of country-specific waste regulations

By the end of 2023 we plan to:

 – Optimise the overall waste management process 
through sufficient description and adaptation

 – Improve our waste management system through 
material and resource efficiency and specific process 
improvements. To this end, we have formed a working 
group on waste management

 – Reduce the residual waste rate by optimising waste 
separation in administrative buildings, uniformly label-
ling containers and introducing a colour coding system 
for waste bins

 – Prepare training materials for employees and conduct 
trainings

 – Complete DIN EN ISO 14001 certification

To measure our level of achievement, we will use the fol-
lowing KPIs:

 – Residual waste rate
 – Results of the employee survey

GOOD TO KNOW

Grammage. Grammage is the mass per unit area 
and is usually expressed in grams per square meter. 
The grammage of strapping is gram/meter.

!

COMPANY
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Climate Action 
Climate change is prevalent worldwide1. According to the 
latest report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change (IPCC), faster action and more steps must 
be taken to limit global warming – as agreed in the Paris 
Climate Agreement – to 1.5 to 2 degrees. In order not to 
exceed the 1.5° target in the long term, carbon emissions 
must be reduced faster and decisively in all regions. 
Above all, companies must support this effort in their op-
erations as well as through their products and services.

Therefore, it is obvious that we need to take immediate 
action to combat climate change and its impact. To 
this end, we have surveyed the current status in 2021 
and plan to continuously improve, both in terms of 
eco-friendly resources and materials as well as carbon 
emissions resulting from our production and the use of 
our products.

We are therefore committed to these improvements at 
our sites around the world: 

(1) REDUCE AIR POLLUTION AND OUR CARBON 
FOOTPRINT.

We have set the following goals for 2027:

 – Maximise the use of bio-based and recycled materials 
 – Minimise the use of fossil fuels 
 – Increase recyclability 
 – Exchange vehicle fleets/company cars for e-vehicles 

By the end of 2023 we plan to:

 – Increase the use of rPP in strap production and identi-
fy additional suppliers for purchasing larger quantities

 – Introduce bio-based polymers/polypropylene (bioPP) 
into production, evaluate their use and identify addi-
tional suppliers for this purpose

 – Reduce fuel oil consumption
 – Define an e-mobility concept and implement corre-
sponding measures

 – Increase the use of LED lighting

To measure our level of achievement, we will use the fol-
lowing KPIs:

 – CO2 balance, which we have calculated on the basis 
of our global greenhouse gas emissions in the Mo-
sca Group based on the globally recognised de facto 
standard of the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol and 
which we report in Chapter 3.1 for our sites in Germany

 – rPP ratio (amount of rPP in relation to PP output)
 – bioPP ratio (amount of bioPP in relation to PP output)
 – Fuel oil consumption
 – Fuel consumption
 – Number of LED lights

We want to offset unavoidable carbon emissions 
through intensive participation in decarbonisation pro-
jects, including projects in regions relevant to Mosca 
(wind farms in Germany, solar farms in Malaysia, etc.).

In principle, we are aiming for a degressive carbon emis-
sions model and are committed to integrating measures 
that will enable us to substantially reduce our emissions 
despite the company's strong growth.

1 Source: Link federal Government of Germany

COMPANY
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(2) OPTIMISE OUR PACKAGING.

We have set the following goals for 2027:

 – Changeover to sustainable packaging

By the end of 2023 we plan to:

 – Reduce the amount of packaging by adapting packag-
ing specifications in the spare parts service (SPS) and 
introducing a working group to research the most sus-
tainable packaging solutions possible, including the ex-
tent to which Mosca can switch to standard packaging 
from more sustainable parcel service providers

To measure our level of achievement, we will use the fol-
lowing KPIs:

 – Packaging quantity/SPS turnover

(3) REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND USE MORE 
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES.

We have set the following goals for 2027:

 – Implement a global Photovoltaic (PV) concept 
 – Invest in wind energy

By the end of 2023 we plan to:

 – Increase the amount of electricity generated from our 
own PV systems by developing a global solar energy 
concept and, in addition to the headquarters site in 
Waldbrunn, check the buildings at other Mosca sites 
worldwide for PV installation options

To measure our level of achievement, we will use the  
following KPIs:

 – Amount of electricity generated from renewable  
energy sources

COMPANY
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Sustainability consultancy 

At Mosca, we not only aim to support sustainability with-
in our company. We also want to support our customers 
by helping them to find the optimal packaging solutions. 

GOOD TO KNOW

Reduce, Replace, Recycle.  
The sustainability consultancy aims to  
minimise the environmental impact of 
packaging (Sustainable Low-Impact  
Packaging).

!

Consideration of the existing/
desired packaging solution 
from (new) customers

Calculation of the optimal 
packaging solution with mini-
mum material input

Advise customers on the  
optimal packaging solution 
with minimum material input

Conduct various tests in  
the load securing test centre 
to determine the optimum  
packaging solution with  
minimum material input

CO2 product calculator for 
assessing and comparing the 
carbon footprint of different 
packaging materials

Advise customers on the  
optimal packaging material 

OPTIMISATION AND ADVICE ON  

PACKAGING QUANTITY

OPTIMISATION AND ADVICE ON  

PACKAGING MATERIAL

Pallets

COMPANY

That's why we pass on our know-how to other compa-
nies as part of the Mosca sustainability consultancy pro-
gramme and help them optimise their use of materials.
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We are therefore committed to serving as an enabler 
and sustainability consultant for customers using strap-
ping applications with our products and services. Our 
goal is to help them in the following ways:

(1) REDUCE CARBON EMISSIONS - THROUGH OUR 
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS AND OPTIMISATIONS 
IN PACKAGING QUANTITY AND MATERIAL.

In order to better advise our existing and new custom-
ers, especially with regard to securing goods in transit, 
we are currently in the process of setting up our own 
Test Center, the Mosca Tech Center, for load securing. 
Starting in 2023, this will enable us to test our customers' 
packaging solutions under simulated transport condi-
tions, optimise them on request, and certify them as 
safe. With the help of our CO2 product calculator, which 
is currently being developed, we will be able to deter-
mine the carbon footprint of our strap in the future 
and draw a direct comparison. This will enable us to not 
only advise our customers on the minimum amount of 
packaging required, but also show them optimisation 
strategies with regard to alternative, more sustainable 
materials and their carbon footprint. It will also enable us 
to offer them environmental and economic advantages. 
In line with the Mosca slogan "Reduce, Replace, Recycle", 
our sustainability consultancy aims to minimise the eco-
logical and economic impact of packaging (Sustainable 
Low-Impact Packaging).

(2) REDUCE CARBON EMISSIONS - BY DEVELOPING 
LOW-EMISSION CONSUMABLES.

Following our 2022 certification for the use of bioPP, we 
now have the option to produce strapping from 100% 
bioPP. Our PET strapping has been made of 100% recy-
cled polyethylene terephthalate (rPET) since 2008. PP 
straps wider than 8mm will be manufactured from up to 
100% recycled materials after 2022. Narrow 5mm straps 
are currently produced from up to 30% recycled materi-
als with plans to increase this to 100% in the future. PET 
strapping is manufactured in a climate-neutral produc-
tion system. 

(3) CREATE A CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM FOR OUR 
CONSUMABLES - THROUGH DIALOGUE WITH OUR 
CUSTOMERS AND COOPERATION WITH RECYCLING 
COMPANIES. 

Sustainability in strap production goes beyond working 
with bioPP and other alternative materials. It also in-
volves the use of recyclate from the material cycle. If 
the straps are separated by material type and turned 
over for recycling by the customer after use, the loop is 
closed and the material can be reused in production. 
To further counteract the consumption of fossil resourc-
es, we are also conducting research on renewable raw 
materials. Our goal is to create the necessary recyclable 
material loop in which our strap can be disposed of and 
recycled. We are striving for a comprehensive closed-
loop economy for our customers and suppliers.

„ONE OF THE KEY POINTS OF LEVER-
AGE IN OUR TIME IS TO VIEW THE ISSUES 

OF ECONOMY AND ECOLOGY AS ONE IN 
ORDER TO CREATE A LIVEABLE ENVIRON-

MENT FOR EVERYONE.“ 

Timo Mosca, CEO & Owner
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2 Solutions  
and Services
Nonstop reliable

From 2023 onwards, we plan to 
supplement our sustainable prod-
ucts, machines and straps with 
our new sustainability consulting 
service. This is our approach to 
supporting customers on the 
path to more sustainability.
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Nonstop reliable. At Mosca, we apply this concept 
equally to our end-of-line solutions, consumables and 
services. Because one thing is clear: at the end of every 
production process, the finished goods must be effi-
ciently and functionally packaged and secured for trans-
port. To ensure that the entire process does not come 
to a standstill and result in costly downtimes, the pack-
aging technology must function with 100% reliability. Af-
ter all, the demand for sustainable solutions is constantly 
growing.

We support our customers' sustainability goals with 
high-quality machines and consumables. At the same 
time, we increase the efficiency, availability and sustaina-
bility of our machines and systems with top-quality ser-
vices and digital solutions.

GOOD TO KNOW

The Mosca System. As a system supplier, 
we support our customers economically 
and ecologically with a comprehensive 
range of products and services. The 
Mosca System opens up the current 
product portfolio to enable new paths 
and possibilities with a versatile range of 
machines, eco-friendly consumables and 
future-proof technologies backed by a 
globally standardised maintenance and 
service concept.

!

SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES

Nonstop  
reliable
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2.1 Products
At Mosca, we not only develop efficient strapping ma-
chines, high-quality strapping materials and complex 
systems for securing goods in transit. As a system sup-
plier, we support our customers from the start with a 
comprehensive, holistic service concept that includes 
digital solutions for data and interface management. 

GOOD TO KNOW

Green strap production. We have made it our goal 
to constantly review our production operations to 
assess efficiency and environmental compatibility. 
As a result, we have implemented "green" strap 
production at our Muckental plant. A 2,500 m² solar 
energy system generates renewable energy for a 
complete production line. The rest of the produc-
tion facility is powered by 100% green electricity 
certified by TÜV Nord. Even inside the factory, en-
ergy does not go unused. Insulated hot parts en-
sure energy-efficient systems with residual warmth 
used to heat the buildings on cold days. The ener-
gy from braking power is transferred to the system 
as electricity; some parts of the production plant 
are equipped with aggregate electronic converters.

!

To supply regional sales markets with machines and 
strapping materials, we operate production facilities in 
Germany, Spain, Canada, the USA and Malaysia. Product 
development and design are carried out mostly in Ger-
many and Spain.

SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES

Nonstop  
reliable
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Mosca machines ensure reliable quality across the board. 
As leaders in sustainable product design, we place top 
priority on product safety, ergonomics and energy effi-
ciency. Our machine portfolio ranges from sealing and 
other application-based operations, to industry solutions 
such as bundling magazines, to product solutions includ-
ing pallet strapping systems and stretch wrappers. In 
the spirit of resource conservation, our website offers 
used machines from leasing, rental or trade show returns.

The new generation of Mosca strapping machines is 
smart. At the highest level of automation, our machines 
feature a WebHMI. The Mosca WebHMI not only allows 
the machines to be controlled and monitored remotely, 
it also enables access to all machine-relevant data, for 
example, via tablet computer or other smart devices. Au-
thorised staff can view performance-related key figures 
such as availability, output, quality and strapping settings. 
WebHMI can also be used to detect potential problems 
at an early stage. This enables service specialists to take 
action and quickly rectify any potential problems to en-
sure uninterrupted production operations. 

Smart machines 
based on a  
sustainable design

GOOD TO KNOW

Over 20 years in operation. Supported by 
our maintenance and repair services, our 
machines can achieve a service life of 20 
years and longer, even under high-volume 
production conditions. Pneumatics and 
AC motors have been replaced by more 
efficient electromechanics and high-pre-
cision DC technology. EAM-Mosca, our US 
subsidiary, has serviced machines that 
have completed more than 25 million op-
erating cycles. This high-level reliability 
enables our customers to benefit by mini-
mising overall costs.

!
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From securing standalone products to managing whole 
loads, we work in close cooperation with our customers 
to engineer and supply complete end-of-line systems or 
integrate machines into existing solutions. We assume 
full responsibility for the packaging and load securing 
processes. Our project planning department optimally 
adapts interfaces, controls processes and integrates the 
necessary elements.

We offer customers a growing portfolio of digital  
solutions to strengthen their processes in connection 
with packaging, bundling and transport security. Our aim 
is to prepare for the future and make operations smar-
ter. For example, predictive maintenance can be used to 
keep the productivity and energy efficiency of machines 
and systems at a high level. This system uses data anal-
yses and artificial intelligence to prevent the premature 
replacement of components that are still operational.

Complete installa-
tions and systems
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Utmost stability and sustainable materials: Mosca strap-
ping systems offer maximum security with minimum 
material input. Since 2008, we have been manufacturing 
straps at our factory site in Muckental (Germany) using 
green energy. Our fully-automated production operates 
around the clock in one of Europe's most advanced fac-
tories.

Sustainability in strap production goes beyond work-
ing with bioPP and other alternative materials. It also 
involves the use of recyclate from the material cycle. 
When used straps are separated by material type and 
turned over for recycling by the customer, the loop is 
closed and the material can be reused in production. 
Unlike adhesives, strapping does not stick to cardboard 
boxes or other packaging. This makes it a fundamentally 
sustainable approach to minimal packaging.

GOOD TO KNOW 

bioPP straps added in 2022. Our ISCC 
certification for using bio-based polypro-
pylene granted in 2022 permits us to use 
100% bioPP in Mosca strap products. Unlike 
PLA, bioPP is usually based on renewable 
raw materials including waste biomass 
or tall oil, a by-product of the wood pulp 
industry. BioPP has less environmental im-
pact because its extraction is not based 
on fossil oil. 

!

Sustainable  
strapping and  
recycling

We have been producing PET strapping from 100% recy-
cled PET bottle flakes since 2008. The recycled content 
of PP strapping was up to 30% in the reporting year. PP 
straps wider than 8mm will be manufactured from up to 
100% recycled materials after 2022. Narrow straps (5mm) 
will continue to be produced with up to 30% recycled 
material. The lack of available recyclate has kept us from 
reaching our goals.

To further counteract the consumption of fossil resourc-
es, we are conducting research on renewable raw mate-
rials. The challenge is to develop a strap from a suitable 
material that meets the requirements of industrial strap-
ping and is biodegradable after use. 

One basic material with which we have already achieved 
initial results is PLA, also known as polylactic acid based 
on corn or potato starch. Mosca holds a protected pat-
ent for this process.
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2.2 Services

Mosca not only stands for highly advanced machines, 
systems and consumables. The company is also known 
for its expert services that help customers achieve bet-
ter performance. We offer our customers professional 
support when it comes to reaching their sustainability 
targets.

We extend the lifetime of machines in the field with a 
full range of maintenance schemes that come with our 
globally standardised OneService concept. While strictly 
complying with data protection regulations, we optimise 
maintenance by collecting and evaluating information on 
machines and service intervals worldwide in a centralised 
system.
 

SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES

Nonstop  
reliable
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GOOD TO KNOW

Our global service network with over 
130 service technicians around the world 
makes sure that Mosca strapping ma-
chines operate reliably at all times. Tech-
nical assistance is provided with 24/7 tele-
phone support. In Germany, we operate a 
nationwide service network with special-
ised teams that are coordinated from our 
headquarters in Waldbrunn. This enables us 
to guarantee quick response times in the 
event of a problem – and short journeys to 
our customers' sites.

!

Our remote maintenance service enables us to offer im-
mediate support with direct access to Mosca's expert 
knowledge. Our predictive maintenance service goes 
one step further and uses intelligent data analysis to 
prevent potential problems. Along with maintenance and 
repair, the Mosca OneService concept includes machine 
installation and relocation as well as technical training 
and specialist conferences focusing on the optimisation 
potential of strapping machines.

Digital services
Our performance services support Mosca customers 
worldwide with detailed advice on how to continuously 
optimise and increase the efficiency of Mosca machines. 
This underscores our OneService commitment to ensure 
customers receive reliable, targeted support throughout 
the life cycle of their machines.
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We have been striving for many years to design our 
packaging solutions as sustainable as possible and to 
provide them to our customers. We continually challenge 
industry standards and generate economic and envi-
ronmental advantages with resource-saving solutions 
that not only benefit us as a company. Above all, they 
benefit our customers and their enterprises as well as 
the industry and environment as a whole. This has led us 
to become the first company to reduce the width of PP 
strapping used in the newspaper sector from 8-9 mm to 
the narrower 5 mm that is today's industry standard. In 
pallet strapping, we managed to reduce the width of PET 
strapping from the 12 mm industry standard to 9.5 mm in 
many cases.

Sharing know-how: 
Mosca serves 
as an "enabler" 
and sustainability 
consultant for 
customers

In order to better advise our customers when it comes 
to securing goods in transit, we are building up our  
Mosca Tech Center (MTC) for load securing. Starting 
in 2023, this new facility will enable us to test packaging 
units under simulated transport conditions, optimise 
them on request, and certify them as safe. This makes it 
possible to pinpoint the ideal combination of strapping 
and stretch film in line with legal standards.

Along with data analyses and video protocols, the var-
ious test procedures achieve measurable and repro- 
ducible results that reduce environmental impact and 
lower risk liability for our customers. After a packaging 
solution is successfully tested, we issue a certificate 
with a reference to the corresponding standard, for ex-
ample, compliance with EUMOS 40509, which specifies 
the rigidity of a load unit. The optimisation of primary 
packaging results in substantial cost savings without 
loss of quality.

The MTC process involves four simple steps. First, the 
customer fills out a form or contacts our sales staff to 
outline the requirements of the existing load unit and 
provides details of any potential stability problems. In 

Test center for 
load securing

the next phase, the customer provides three pallets of 
the specified products. Testing can be monitored on-
site at the MTC or via video call. A report is generated 
to show options for improving load stability and saving 
packaging material. In the final step, a document show-
ing the results from the Mosca CO2 product calculator 
can be prepared.
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Another tool for more sustainable packaging is our  
CO2 product calculator that is currently being devel-
oped. This gives us the option to precisely determine the 
carbon footprint of our strap and to draw a direct com-
parison. It also enables us to advise our customers not 
only on the minimum amount of packaging required, but 
also on more sustainable material alternatives.

Reproducible 
results
STRAP PRODUCT ECO-BALANCE  
DISPLAYED VIA CO2 PRODUCT  
CALCULATOR 
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2.3 Customers
The satisfaction and health of our customers is our top 
priority. To support them in the context of sustainability, 
we provide significantly more climate-relevant informa-
tion than required by law. For example, we disclose the 
composition of our products, especially with regard to 
substances that may have an environmental or social 
impact. We provide safety data sheets for machines and 
strapping materials along with information about prop-
er disposal. Our modular machine design also helps to 
minimise the environmental impact. To keep strapping 
material from ending up in waste bins, we are working on 
a solution to collect it from B2B customers for recycling.

We regard our customers as important sources of insight 
as well as partners in our ongoing effort to improve our 
products and services. Among other things, we maintain 
a constant dialogue with customers, conduct field tests 
on innovative solutions and support them with concepts 
and 3D models.

GOOD TO KNOW

Digitalisation and data protection. Mosca is com-
mitted to uncompromising data protection – espe-
cially in the context of digitalisation. Our customers 
determine which and how much data is transmit-
ted by our machines. This establishes a flexible 
changeover from smart data to big data. The UL 
certification (UL 2900-2-2) of data transmission 
through our gateway to the cloud ensures maxi-
mum data security.

!

SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES

Nonstop  
reliable
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We strive to improve working conditions and sustainabil-
ity directly on site. SoniXs is a good example of how we 
succeed with the help of innovations. Unlike convention-
al welding systems, this revolutionary ultrasonic tech-
nology for strapping machines generates minimal heat. 
This makes the sealing process more energy-efficient 
and much safer. Without heat generation there is no risk 
of injury or fire. No smoke, fumes, odours or perceptible 
noise that could affect the health of operators. The 
self-calibrating system is also user-friendly. For service 
purposes, the strap path can be intuitively dismantled 
and reassembled without tools. The SoniXs sealing unit 
weighs only 32 kg and – thanks to quick-release fasten-
ers – can be easily detached and removed for mainte-
nance.

Innovation for 
more climate 
protection and 
less toxins 

GOOD TO KNOW

Healthy strapping with ultrasonic  
technology. Instead of using heat, the 
SoniXs unit welds strap ends with ultra-
sonics. How? Ultrasonic sealing applies 
low amplitude vibration to the strap ends, 
melting the interface under pressure 
and forming a strong seal in the cooling 
process. A special sonotrode makes the 
seal extremely tear-resistant to ensure 
strapped products and load units are reli-
ably secured.

!
WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY ABOUT US

“THE MOSCA MACHINE 
SCORED BIG POINTS FOR ITS RE-

LIABILITY – WHICH IS  
INDISPENSABLE IN OUR TIGHTLY 

SCHEDULED PRODUCTION  
OPERATIONS.”

Ulf E. Jensen, MOWI Norway 

"IT WAS IMPORTANT FOR US 
TO RECEIVE THE ENTIRE SYSTEM 

FROM A SINGLE SOURCE. AND 
THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT MOSCA 

OFFERED." 
FRANK OETTING, HANSA-FLEX

"BASED ON MY YEARS OF 
EXPERIENCE AND RECENT OB-

SERVATIONS, I CAN SAY THAT AT 
MOSCA, QUALITY AND SERVICE 

GO HAND IN HAND." 
MARTIN SCHNIZER, AQUILA
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3 Responsibility 
Nonstop responsible

We at Mosca assume respon-
sibility – for our environment 
with our production        
responsible production, for 
our employees      responsible 
employment, and for our soci-
ety      responsible society and 
citizenship.
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Nonstop responsible. We are committed to the responsi-
ble use of our planet's limited resources. Corresponding 
regulations on sustainable impact, environmental protec-
tion and avoidance of environmental pollution will be set 
out in our environmental management system in compli-
ance with DIN EN ISO 14001 Certification is planned for 
2023.

Key components of our sustainable approach include 
resource-saving product manufacturing, active environ-
mental protection and efficient energy use. Therefore, 
we are intensifying the use of eco-friendly resources 
and materials and plan to become even more socially  
involved as a company and employer. To support this,  
we maintain an open information policy and continuously 
strive for improvements in the area of sustainability.

RESPONSIBILITY

Nonstop  
responsible
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3.1 Environment
Responsible Production. In line with this approach, we 
have made it our goal to operate our manufacturing pro-
cesses responsibly and to help our users do the same. 
The idea behind this is to constantly review and optimise 
all production factors with regard to their efficiency and 
environmental compatibility.

We introduced a DIN EN ISO 50001-certified energy ma-
nagement system in 2015, which is audited on a regular 

GOOD TO KNOW

Our sustainable outdoor areas enable us 
to return the environment to its natural 
habitat. Our factory site includes approx. 
6,000m² of near-natural hedges and 
shrubs, greened facades, natural stone 
walls and fruit tree meadows. We avoid 
the use of weedkillers, cut the hedges 
only once a year and let the green cut-
tings compost on site. Only very few 
areas, such as along fences and around 
gates or passageways, are completely 
mown.

!

basis. A legal register for compliance with relevant laws 
and regulations has been maintained and regularly upda-
ted since 2015. The certification of our environmental ma-
nagement system in accordance with DIN EN ISO 14001 is 
planned for 2023. Specific processes will be defined and 
described for this purpose. We have had a CO2 balance 
drawn up as a benchmark for our efforts to continuously 
reduce direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions.

RESSPONSIBILITY

Nonstop  
responsible
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Machine Production
In the area of machine production, we have made it 
our mission to constantly improve the status quo sur-
veyed in 2021. This relates in particular to the use of 
eco-friendly resources and materials at our production 
site in Waldbrunn, Germany. To reduce the environmental 
footprint, the Mosca Group's research and development 
department pursues a downsizing strategy with long-life 
materials. 

Pursuing a circular economy approach, we take back 
used machines whenever possible, overhaul them, and 
put them back on the market. However, the return rate 
is currently low because our high-quality machines are 
usually in service well beyond their depreciation period. A 
calculation of the percentage of used machines sold is 
planned for 2023.

3.1.1 Materials 

NON-RENEWABLE MATERIALS USED

Overview of materials

WALDBRUNN MACHINE PRODUCTION

Bought raw  
materials 

Sheet steel  2,090 t

Aluminium        68 t

Electric motors   18,211 units

Cable        109 km

Circuit boards   27,224 units

Packaging

PE film          13 t

WALDBRUNN MACHINE PRODUCTION

Packaging

Cardboard     18  t

Wood     59  t

RENEWABLE MATERIALS USED
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Strap Production
We strive to minimise the grammage and use more recy-
cled materials for our plastic strapping. 

We are also researching bio-based raw materials in order 
to offer more sustainable and qualitatively equivalent 
alternatives. We started using 100% recycled materials 
for PET strapping in 2008. For PP strapping, the current 
average recycled content is 4.78%. Technically, a much 
higher rPP quota is feasible for PP strapping, but the ma-
terial is currently not available on the market in the quan-
tity and quality we would need for our production. 

In order to close the material loop in our strap produc-
tion at the Muckental plant, most of the scrap produced 
there is regranulated and returned to production. In 2021, 
the amount of PET production scrap was 492 tonnes 
with 127 tonnes of PP scrap. In line with the order of 
priority set out in the German Waste Management Act 
(KrWG), we strive to minimise the scrap rate and keep 
the volume of unavoidable scrap as low as possible.

We include the strapping we put into circulation in our 
CO2 balance until the end of its life cycle.

RENEWABLE MATERIALS USED

MUCKENTAL STRAP PRODUCTION

 rPP 318 t

 rPET 5,763 t

Packaging

Carton 866 t

Wood 427 t

MUCKENTAL STRAP PRODUCTION

rPET 100 %

rPP 4.78  %

RECYCLED RAW MATERIALS USED

MUCKENTAL STRAP PRODUCTION

PP 2.56 %

PET 9.16 %

TOTAL SCRAP 

NON-RENEWABLE MATERIALS USED

MUCKENTAL STRAP PRODUCTION

PP  6,329 t

Strap additives

Colours 127 t

Packaging

PEFolie  22 t
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At Mosca, we are committed to permanently reducing energy consumption and sustain-
ably increasing energy-related performance in order to conserve resources and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions.

We use energy efficiently and handle it responsibly.

With the help of comprehensive, continuous data collection of the energy sources used, 
we analyse our energy needs and identify the greatest potential for savings. When mak-
ing purchasing decisions, we focus on energy-efficient products and services. Our staff 
also participate in the continuous improvement process with their constructive sugges-
tions.

3.1.2 Energy  
and Emissions
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Environmentally aware 
energy policy
The regulations regarding sustainability and the re-
sponsible use of finite resources are integrated into our 
energy management system in compliance with DIN 
EN ISO 50001. The introduction of an environmentally 
aware energy policy at the Waldbrunn and Muckental 
sites reflects our commitment to act sustainably and 
prudently. Our employees continuously contribute to the 
implementation of the principles of action outlined in the 
following within the scope of their activities. The energy 
policy is a Mosca commitment that serves as a point of 
reference for all employees to ensure awareness when it 
comes to handling energy in day-to-day operations.

Efficient and sustainable energy use is an important 
management task for which we provide all the necessary 
information and guidelines. We implement goal-oriented 
training to inform and encourage our employees to carry 
out their activities in line with our energy targets. We 
routinely determine the environmental impact and ener-
gy requirements when it comes to developing our prod-
ucts, introducing new production processes or planning 
new facilities. Wherever possible and technically feasible, 
we try to minimise energy consumption by purchasing 
energy-efficient equipment and services.

GOOD TO KNOW

Energy-saving system technology. We reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions by consistently using 
the most economically advantageous technology 
to increase the energy efficiency of our machines 
and systems. As part of our annual management 
review, we check to ensure our energy targets are 
still effective and in line with our energy policy.

!

Investment in  
renewable energies
We generate some of the electricity we use in an effort 
to reduce our carbon footprint and become independ-
ent of oil and gas in the medium term. In addition to the 
existing 2,500m2 PV system on the roof of our Muckental 
strap production facility and the PV system in Waldbrunn, 
as part of our global PV concept, we are planning to 
check the buildings at other Mosca sites worldwide for 
PV installation options. 

We are also looking into investing in a wind turbine sys-
tem.

RESPONSIBILITY
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Reducing energy consumption
To continuously reduce energy consumption, the Waldbrunn and Muckental sites have been monitored since 2017. We 
use the resulting data to determine and evaluate the greatest potential for savings at each site. In mid-2020, an inven-
tory was conducted in collaboration with an external energy consulting firm to determine recommendations for action 
and measures for subsequent implementation. The status of actions taken at the two sites is shown in the energy report. 
The following energy-saving measures were introduced in or are currently being implemented.

GOO TO KNOW

Full-coverage LED lighting. We plan 
to completely change over to ener-
gy-saving LED technology by 2024. 
After starting with the administration 
building in Waldbrunn in 2021, the 
factory buildings will be converted in 
2023. 

!
WALDBRUNN MUCKENTAL

Heat supply: installation of a local heating 
network

Lighting: conversion to LED in administration 
building

Insulation: suspended ceiling in the administ-
ration building

Compressed air: replacement of drying unit

Heat loss: replacement of factory door

Climate: replacement of cooler in control 
cabinet bending

Refrigeration: expansion of the meters in the 
refrigeration process, testing and optimisa-
tion of generators, conversion of refrigeration 
circuit from glycol to water, closure of open 
refrigeration circuit (reservoir, pressure main-
tenance, water treatment)

Measurement concept: preparation of energy 
plans with pipe network, consumers and 
meters

Compressed air: consumption and control of 
strap storage unit

Production: replacement of air-conditioning 
units in lines 1 and 7

Increase productivity: replacement of strap 
storage unit in line 7 (speed increase)

By joining the German mechanical and plant engineering association's (VDMA) energy efficiency network, we want  
to expand our knowledge in the field of energy and infrastructure and, together with other companies, develop new  
approaches and solutions.
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Energy intensity
Our energy consumption per tonne of finished product 
at the Muckental site increased by 9.77% in 2021. The 
reason for this is a PET line equipped with outdated 
technology that slowed down the production processes. 
This line will be replaced with a new, more energy effcient 
one before the end of 2022 and will be more energy 
efficient. Compared to the previous reporting year, en-
ergy consumption per productive hour fell by 3.0% from 
289.82 kWh/h to 281.13 kWh/h.

For the Waldbrunn site, we have defined the total energy 
consumption (electricity, heating oil and fuels) in relation 
to the working hours as a KPI. The result shows a reduc-
tion of the previous year's values by 1.52% from 20.6 
kWh/h to 20.29 kWh/h.
.

GOOD TO KNOW

At the UN Climate Change Confer-
ence in Paris in 2015, 195 countries 
agreed to limit average global warm-
ing to well below 2°C by the end of 
the century compared to pre-indus-
trial figures. This climate protection 
agreement is binding under interna-
tional law and forms the basis for the 
existing target in Germany and the 
EU to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions by 80-95% by 2050 com-
pared to the reference year 1990.

!
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Greenhouse gas  
emissions
Global warming is probably the greatest threat of our 
time. By avoiding GHG emissions, Mosca is making an 
effort to reduce the pace of climate change. The com-
pany's CO2 balance offers an opportunity to promptly 
identify the main drivers and to use this information to 
initiate targeted GHG reduction measures.

To categorise the carbon footprint, emissions are divided 
into three "scopes" that take into account the entire val-
ue chain – including all relevant suppliers and customers. 
While the Scope 1 category includes all direct emissions 
generated by combustion in the company's own facilities, 
Scope 2 describes the GHG associated with purchased 
energy (e.g. electricity, district heating). Scope 3, in turn, 
includes other indirect emissions resulting from, for 
example, business travel by air or rental car or from pur-
chased goods and services. 

We have calculated our carbon footprint based on the 
GHG Protocol1 in order to determine our status quo and 
the reduction potential. 

1 The CO2 balance was calculated by Prof. Dr. Rainer Grießhammer, 

who helped develop the life cycle assessment methodology in the 

1980s and 1990s at the Öko-Institut Freiburg. The CO2 balance for 

the German sites was adapted by Studio Leeflang, due to an im-

provement of the data basis. 

Direct GHG emissions 
(Scope 1)
Since 2020, we have been collecting specific data for 
mapping emissions in CO2 equivalents (CO2e), whereby 
Scope 1 takes into account car journeys with diesel con-
sumption as well as heating oil consumption. The exact 
list is shown in the following condensed CO2 balance. We 
have used the conversion factors from the Ecoinvent 
database.

Indirect energy-related 
GHG emissions (Scope 2)
The purchased electricity shown in the condensed CO2 
balance is green energy certified by TÜV Nord. The share 
of electricity generated by the company's own PV sys-
tems is used in regular operations. It is only fed into the 
national grid in Waldbrunn when machine production is 
shut down on Sundays.

Other indirect GHG  
emissions (Scope 3)
In the condensed CO2 balance, it is noticeable that the 
largest share of emissions results from our plastics. This 
is why we are working hard to continuously increase the 
recycled content of our strapping materials and are con-
ducting parallel trials with bioPP.

GOOD TO KNOW

Greenhouse Gas Protocol. In order 
to identify the primary drivers of 
emissions, all relevant direct and indi-
rect emission sources must be ana-
lysed and categorised. The GHG Pro-
tocol, which is the most widely used 
methodological standard, defines the 
basic principles of relevance, com-
pleteness, consistency, transparency 
and accuracy.

!

The focus of this report is on the German sites. There-
fore, the CO2  balance of the Mosca Group is shown in 
the appendix.



Condensed CO2 balance for 2020 and 2021
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WALDBRUNN MUCKENTAL  
MOSCA  

GERMANY

2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021

Scope 1

Heating oil 828 1,137 0 0 828 1,137

Journeys by company car 384 462 6 8 390 470

Total 1,212 1,599 6 8 1,218 1,607

Scope 2

Electricity 1,139 1,778 3,815 4,724 4,954 6,502

Photovoltaics for own use 32 29 24 22 56 51

Photovoltaics sold to the grid -33 -23 0 0 -33 -23

Total 1,138 1,784 3,839 4,746 4,977 6,530

Scope 3 
(upstream)

Waste 132 120 84 103 216 223

Packaging 37 68 1,818 1,478 1,855 1,546

Raw materials purchased 3,333 5,285 19,056 18,454 22,389 23,739

IT upstream 130 130 10 10 140 140

Business trips 84 84 0 0 84 84

Total 3,715 5,687 20,968 20,045 24,683 25,732

Scope 3 
(downstream)

Transport 361 359 3,143 3,631 3,504 3,990

Straps (use and
disposal)

0 0 28,672 28,538 28,672 28,538

Total 361 359 31,815 32,169 32,176 32,528

Total CO2e per site 6,426 9,429 56,628 56,968 63,054 66,397

2%
8%

39%

51%

CO2-Bilanz Mosca Deutschland 2020

Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3 (upstream) Scope 3 (downstream)
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CO2-Bilanz Mosca Deutschland 2021
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GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION BALANCE SHEET IN T CO2e
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At Mosca, we regard water as a precious commodity. 
That is why we are committed to protecting this vital 
resource as much as possible and minimising water con-
sumption in all operational processes.

The majority of water drawn at the Muckental site is 
used for cooling the straps after extrusion. The waste-
water is disposed of via the public sewer system. Howe-
ver, we ensure that no contaminated water enters this 
system directly. We also take care to minimise the con-
sumption of cooling water. Wastewater from the coating 
section of the Waldbrunn paint shop is sedimented and 
cleaned in centrifuges. The rest is discharged as a wa-
tery washing solution. Surface water from the large out-
door area and roofs of Halls E, F and G is collected in a 
pond used for fire-fighting purposes. 

3.1.3 Water  
and Waste

In the reporting year, we recorded a significant increase 
in washing solution at the Waldbrunn site. This is due 
to basic cleaning and major maintenance work in the 
coating section. In 2021, there was an increased amount 
of PET residue from strap production at the Muckental 
plant, which results from rinsing the system. The reason 
for the increase is more frequent set-up processes in 
the course of full capacity utilisation in the PET section 
at the time.

Waste management
In accordance with the German Waste Management 
Act (KrWG), we strive to increase material and resource 
efficiency by continuously reducing the amount of waste. 
We have formed an in-house working group for this pur-
pose. All waste quantities and types are analysed on an 
ongoing basis. A detailed waste management concept is 
in the works and will be officially available from 2023.

RESPONSIBILITY
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Apprenticeship Tree project 
Starting in 2022 as part of the Apprenticeship 
Tree project, each new group of apprentices 
will plant a fruit tree on the company grounds, 
mark it with a plaque, and care for it as it 
grows. Over time, an ecological footpath will 
be created that winds its way through the 
orchard. Along with the greenery, outdoor fur-
niture will be added so that break times can 
be spent here in a pleasant atmosphere. This 
project is therefore not only beneficial for the 
environment and our trainees, but also for all 
other employees.

Diversity supports life. With the near-natural design of 
our factory grounds in Waldbrunn, we are creating new 
habitats for insects, reptiles and birds. This initiative to 
preserve biodiversity also benefits the Waldbrunn com-
munity and local district.

3.1.4 Biodiversity

GOOD TO KNOW

What is biodiversity? The term biodiversi-
ty is composed of the Greek bios (life) and 
the Latin diversitas (variety). Biodiversity is 
a fundamental factor of our existence. It 
includes species diversity, genetic diver-
sity within a species or all species of an 
ecosystem, and ecosystem diversity, i.e. 
the diversity of different habitats for dif-
ferent organisms.

!

We have planted near-natural hedges and shrubs on 
an area of about 6,000 m2. This promotes dew forma-
tion and serves, among other things, as nesting aids, air 
purification and noise protection. The greenery on the 
facade of Hall E, the natural stone wall adjacent to Hall F 
and the large meadow areas around the factory grounds 
provide additional habitats for birds, insects and reptiles. 
In the direction of the car park, there are accumulations 
of dead wood from hedge cutting, which is only carried 
out once a year during the specified period. The fruit 
trees scattered around the site are also conducive to 
biodiversity. Grass pavers make ground surfaces perme-
able. We avoid the use of weedkillers, only mow a few 
specific areas, and let green waste compost on site.

For the future, we have planned additional measures 
that will increase biodiversity and contribute to the 
preservation of species diversity. For example, wildflower 
meadows will be created in open areas, beehives will be 
placed on the factory premises, and more fruit trees will 
be planted on the grounds as part of the Apprenticeship 
Tree project.

!
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3.2 Employees

Responsible Employment. We take responsibility for our 
employees. Through goal-oriented education, training 
and development opportunities, we want to encourage a 
healthy and sustainable lifestyle and motivate personal 
responsibility in the workplace. 

In the 2021 reporting year, Mosca GmbH had a total of 
562 employees, including 13% women and 87% men. The 
successful growth of the company enabled us to hire 
72 new employees with women making up 16.4% of this 
number. We want to further increase the number of em-
ployees in the coming years in order to reduce the work-
load and distribute it more evenly.

RESPONSIBILITY

Nonstop  
responsible

Amount %

73 13

489 87

Total 562 100

Employees at sites 
in Germany 2021

158 
MOSCA GMBH

279 
MOSCA MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 
GMBH & CO. KG (MME) 

85 
MOSCA SALES & SERVICE 
GMBH & CO. KG (MSS) 

40
MOSCA STRAP & CONSUMABLES 
GMBH & CO. KG (MSC) 

 12 WOMEN 
60 MEN
 72 TOTAL

New hires

28 %

50 %

15 %

7 %

RESPONSIBILITY
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26.1%
73.9% SHARE OF MEN  

TAKING PARENTAL  
LEAVE

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER 
DECEMBER

Monthly turnover rate

0.0 %
0.0 %
0.6 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.2 %
0.0 %
0.7 %
0.7 %
0.2 %
0.0 %

10 %

Monthly health rate

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE 
JULY 
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER 
DECEMBER

94.3 %
95.2 %
95.4 %
95.2 %
96.1 %
96.1 %
94.4 %
95.8 %
95.5 %
93.9 %
92.3 %
94.9 %

100 %

SHARE OF WOMEN  
TAKING PARENTAL  

LEAVE 

<= 5 YEARS

6 - 15 YEARS 

16 - 25 YEARS 

> 25 YEARS 

177
138
120
127

Length of service 
(in years)

299 TRAINING DAYS 2021

31 %

31 %

31 %

31 %
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Promoting a culture of 
communication and  
employee involvement
Satisfied and motivated employees are crucial for the 
economic success and sustainable development of our 
company. One of our most important goals is to further 
develop our in-house communication culture and in-
creasingly involve employees. Therefore, in addition to 
the usual suggestion scheme, we held a pitch day for 
the first time in 2021. This gave our employees an op-
portunity to present ideas that offer Mosca added value 

– regardless of whether it concerns a specific product, a 
process in the company, or other topics related to Mos-
ca. Ten employees came forward within the two-month 
application and preparation period and presented their 
ideas to an evaluation panel in three-minute time slots 
on November 10th, 2021.

The themes ranged from circular economy and recycling, 
to health care, employee support and team building 
measures, to product innovations with future application 
possibilities for strapping technology. In the next phase, 
the suggestions were tested for their feasibility. The 
contributor of the best idea was rewarded with a tablet 
computer as the main prize. All participants received a 
€40 petrol voucher for their commitment. We plan to 
hold regular pitch days in the future as well.

We are also planning to conduct an annual employee 
survey starting in 2022 to identify specific needs and 
measures for employee satisfaction and long-term re-
tention.

GOOD TO KNOW

Work-study programmes at Mosca.
We work in close cooperation with the 
Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative State 
University (DHBW) Mosbach and, in this 
context, were also involved in the devel-
opment of the Sustainable Management 
bachelor's degree programme that will 
start in 2023. We regard high-quality 
training as a basic precondition for the 
future of our company. That's why we are 
expanding our training portfolio to include 
this course of study and strengthen our 
sustainability committee with students.

!Education and training
We regard high-quality education and training as a basic 
prerequisite for the future of our company. Our training 
and development programmes enable us to recruit and 
retain motivated, highly qualified employees. The Mosca 
training portfolio includes a variety of commercial and 
technical apprenticeships, work-study schemes and a 
trainee programme.

Mosca also promotes personal development and spe-
cialist or management careers for its employees through 
HR development concepts that are constantly being im-
proved. For this purpose, employee-related budget costs 
are planned annually by the departments and allocated 
to in-house and external training that is offered as online, 
hybrid or classroom courses.

In the reporting year, a total of 299 training days were 
recorded in the system. The low number of days for our 
company is due to reduced attendance during the pan-
demic and is expected to increase again in 2022.

Link to the training portfolio

RESPONSIBILITY
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Company benefits
In the interest of a good work-life balance, we offer 
part-time schemes, mobile working and other pro-
grammes. Basic benefits including parental leave, com-
pany social counselling and travel allowance are available 
to all employees, regardless of the type of employment. 
Our sites in Germany each have a works council and in-
house collective bargaining agreements. 

We support our employees and help them build up as-
sets for retirement through a company pension scheme. 
Mosca Group Germany has a choice of retirement mod-
els for this purpose, including direct insurance, pension 
funds and in-house collective agreements. The company 
pension scheme is financed by tax-free contributions 
from the company and the option of a self-financed 
company pension scheme with deferred compensation.

Supporting occupational 
safety and good health 
Occupational safety is a top priority at Mosca. Our 
standards in this area are generally higher than the legal 
requirements, for example in the provision of personal 
protective equipment. As a result, we had no injuries with 
serious consequences in 2021. 

All Mosca employees have access to our integrated 
management system, which includes occupational 
health and safety guidelines and information. New em-
ployees are trained and instructed accordingly and oc-
cupational health risks in the workplace are regularly as-
sessed at least once a year. To minimise risks, we define 
and validate measures as needed and implement them 
sustainably. Once a month, an appointed medical doctor 
comes to inspect the workplaces and carry out volun-
tary and mandatory examinations. Regular vaccinations 
are also available for our employees. We plan to resume 
the staff activities we introduced before the pandemic, 
such as walking or cycling. Our trainees gladly partici-
pate in the annual AOK Health Day.

FUTURE PLANS

Promoting sustainable mobility. In the spirit of 
sustainability and general health, we also promote 
alternatives to individual transport. As part of the 
JobRad project, our employees can lease a bicycle 
or pedelec from April 2022 onwards and take it over 
at low cost after 36 months. The company bike will 
be financed through a monthly salary conversion, 
which will be automatically transacted as part of 
the payroll. Mosca pays the instalments of the 
full insurance cover for the employees. Company 
managers are in contact with political represent-
atives and public transport companies regarding 
e-mobility programmes and better public transport 
connections. In 2025, the public transport system 
in the region around Waldbrunn will be completely 
revised and there is a good chance that the Mosca 
site will be included. We are also looking into apps 
for carpools that we can recommend to our em-
ployees.

RESPONSIBILITY
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SUSTAINABILITY COMMITTEE

Introducing our  
sustainability committee
As part of our growing commitment, we are consistently 
expanding our sustainability team established in 2020. 
The project group convened by CEO Simone Mosca con-
sisted of Witold Nowak, Desiree Rhein and Florian Weiß 
and included the relevant departments: purchasing & 
procurement, marketing & communication, occupational 
safety, and quality & environmental management. In 
order to more firmly anchor the subject of sustainability 
in the company, two new positions were created in 2021 
and filled by Sustainability Officer Ann Mertens and Com-
pliance Manager, Elfinn Lim.

Every two weeks, the sustainability committee, under 
the leadership of Witold Nowak, discusses the latest re-
sults and clarifies open issues with Simone Mosca. The 
Sustainability Officer is responsible for preparing the sus-
tainability report. Measures derived from this document 
are supported by the entire management staff.

Sustainability committee profiles can be found in the appendix

Witold Nowak 
Group Director - Purchasing & Procurement

Nicole Künzler
Head of Global HR

Elfinn Lim
Compliance Manager

Leo Maiello
Group Director - Strap & Consumables

Desiree Rhein
Head of Global Marketing 

Florian Weiß
Head of Quality & Safety at Work

Simone Mosca 

CEO

Corporate Sponsor 

Sustainability

Ann Mertens  

Sustainability Officer

GOOD TO KNOW

We are expanding our sustainability 
committee. In 2022, the committee will 
be expanded to include a representative 
from the human resources department 
and a representative from the strap and 
consumables unit. Other departments 
will follow over the short to medium term. 
These include finance and accounting, 
research and development, machine pro-
duction and manufacturing and logistics. 
The international subsidiaries will also be 
represented.

!

RESPONSIBILITY
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3.3 Society  
RESPONSIBILITY

Nonstop  
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Responsible Society and Citizenship. We are conscious 
of our role as an active member of society and we 
therefore assume responsibility for global and regional 
concerns. As an owner-managed company, we are in a 
position to bear this responsibility on our own. Donations 
and other forms of social commitment are contributed 
solely in the company's interest. Mosca does not make 
any financial contributions to political parties at home or 
abroad, to organisations affiliated with or similar to po-
litical parties, to individual elected representatives or to 
candidates for political office.

We are committed to complying with all national, re-
gional and local laws and regulations while also taking 
social standards into account. We have installed a basic 
mechanism for this with our compliance check based on 
the country risk matrix. No violations in this regard have 
been identified for the reporting year.

WIR FÜR IHR PROJEKT KONTAKT

So funktioniert  
die Teilnahme

Noch 
Fragen?

Teilnahmeberechtigt sind gemeinnützige Vereine in 
Waldbrunn und angrenzenden Gemeinden in den 
 Regionen Neckar-Odenwald, Rhein-Neckar und 
Odenwald. 

Die Bewerbung erfolgt in Form eines kurzen Videos 
oder in schriftlicher Form. Stellen Sie darin Ihren Verein 
kurz vor, beschreiben Sie, welches Umweltprojekt Sie 
 umsetzen wollen. Schicken Sie Ihre Bewerbung – als 
 Video im mp4-Format bspw. per WeTransfer oder in 
schriftlicher Form – an projektwettbewerb@mosca.com. 
Bitte schicken Sie uns in dem Zug auch die unterschrie-
bene Einwilligungserklärung zur Bild- und Videonutzung 
zu. Diese finden Sie auf www.mosca.com.

Alternativ können Sie uns Ihr Video auf einem USB-Stick 
an folgende Adresse zukommen lassen: 

Mosca GmbH
z.Hd. Frank Mutschler
Gerd-Mosca-Straße 1
69429 Waldbrunn

Weitere Informationen über unseren Projektwettbewerb 
erhalten Sie auf unserer Website oder per E-Mail:  
mosca.com
 projektwettbewerb@mosca.com

Wir freuen uns auf Ihre Bewerbung!

Bewerbungs- 

zeitraum

1.7. – 31.8.22

Mosca GmbH
Gerd-Mosca-Straße 1
D-69429 Waldbrunn
Tel.: + 49 6274 932-0
projektwettbewerb@mosca.com
mosca.com

mosca.com

Nachhaltigkeit 
gewinnt

PROJEKTWETTBEWERB 2022

Für 

Vereine

JETZT BEWERBEN
!

RESPONSIBILITY

Our German flyer for the Mosca sustainability competition 2022
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Consideration for  
residents living near  
our plant sites 
The local residents living near any of our plant sites lo-
cated in structurally weak areas are taken into consider-
ation. Noise measurements and consultations with the 
responsible district office are carried out regularly. There 
were no complaints from residents in the reporting year. 
A social impact assessment process will be established 
in the future to identify and record any significant or 
potential impact of our business activities on the local 
community.

Promoting sustainability 
and education on a  
regional level 
As one of the largest employers in the Neckar-Odenwald 
district, we are aware of our responsibility towards the 
region. With our long-standing roots, we also feel com-
mitted to the local area in social terms. In the interest 
of maintaining a sustainable and responsible society, we 
support charitable institutions and projects that com-
bine social, integrative and cultural commitment with 
sustainability and the promotion of education.

One example of a long-standing joint charitable effort  
is the close partnership between Mosca and the  
Johannes-Diakonie in Mosbach. For example, we re-
cently supported the interior construction of the gar-
den outbuilding for the local Johannesberg School. The 
electrical fixtures and lighting were installed as part of a 
volunteer campaign involving trainees. The next step will 
be to build an outdoor kitchen.

Mosca made a meaningful contribution to maintaining 
the rescue system in the Neckar-Odenwald district  
in the reporting year by sponsoring the emergency  
telephone Melder 2418 set up by the Björn Steiger 
Foundation. This organisation has been committed 
to improving emergency aid since 1969. Among other 
things, their initiative supports the air rescue mission, the 
110/112 emergency call system and the roadside emer-
gency telephones installed on federal and county roads.

Mosca also supports the "Mobile Rescuer" app from the 
Mosbach District Association of the German Red Cross 
with an annual donation of €1,000. This app enables 
qualified volunteer rescue workers to be notified via mo-
bile phone whenever they are in the vicinity of an emer-
gency. Since every minute counts in an urgent situation, 
this app can save lives.

RESPONSIBILITY
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Mosca project  
competition 
The Mosca project competition is based on a long 
tradition. Every year, we provide financial support for 
initiatives and projects from the towns in our area. Asso-
ciations, non-profit organisations, schools and kindergar-
tens are invited to submit their projects, which are then 
reviewed and evaluated by a committee.

In the reporting year, the project competition focused 
on #Digitalisation. Associations, non-profit organisations, 
schools and kindergartens are the foundation of social 
coexistence. They need smart digital solutions that will 
help them meet the challenges of the coronavirus pan-
demic and beyond. Our project competition in 2021 sup-
ported 13 regional initiatives and projects that combine 
social commitment and digitalisation in the Waldbrunn 
region.

Part of the €10,000 in funding was used to purchase 
keyboards and headphones for the Clemens Brentano 
School. This enabled pupils to make better use of the 
iPads purchased during the course of the pandemic. 
The Förderverein Bildungshaus Am Römer e.V. invested 
in a learning tablet and a new router for faster internet. 
The Hector Children's Academies received new laptops 

for remote courses in computer science with projects 
including the programming of Lego Robots. The other 
winners of the Mosca project competition 2021 were the 
Diedesheim Primary School, Regenbogen Protestant Kin-
dergarten, Odenwald Referees' Association and the NOK 
Road Safety Organisation.

"AS A SYSTEM SUPPLIER OF PACKAGING 
SOLUTIONS, WE WORK WITH OUR CUSTOMERS 

ON COMPLEX AUTOMATED AND NETWORKED 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS EVERY DAY. THE-

REFORE, WE KNOW HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO 
BE SKILLED IN THE USE OF DIGITAL TECHNO-

LOGIES. ONE OF OUR PRIMARY CONCERNS 
IS TO PROMOTE THIS ABILITY OUTSIDE OUR 

COMPANY AS WELL."

Simone Mosca, CEO

RESPONSIBILITY
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GOOD TO KNOW

The Mosca project competitions are part 
of our commitment to the Economic Ini-
tiative for Sustainability (WIN) sponsored 
by the state of Baden-Württemberg. We 
signed the WIN Charta in June 2021 and 
are committed to its twelve guiding prin-
ciples relating to human rights, social and 
employee concerns, environmental issues, 
economic added value, sustainable and 
fair finances, anti-corruption and regional 
added value. The sustainability network 
now includes more than 300 companies.                                

!

DIE IDEE

Gemeinsam die 
 Zukunft verändern

25.000 Euro für  
die Umwelt

Ob Klimaschutz und erneuerbare Energien, Erhalt der 
Artenvielfalt, umweltfreundliche Mobilität, Müllvermeidung 
oder ökologische Produktion: Im Rhein-Neckar-Kreis 
und Odenwald gibt es viele Vereine, die sich im Bereich 
Nachhaltigkeit bereits engagieren. Neben den Ortsgrup-
pen großer  Organisationen sind dies auch kleine lokale 
Initiativen. Wir wollen gemeinsam das Engagement der 
Ehrenamtlichen bei diesem wichtigen Thema noch weiter 
vorantreiben und schreiben deshalb 40 Gutscheine  
in Höhe von je 625 Euro des Sport artikelherstellers 
JOMA aus.

»Ein Zusammenleben lebt vom Engagement. Gerade in 
unserer Region tragen Vereine wesentlichen zum sozia - 
len, gesellschaftlichen Engagement bei – und zwar nicht 
nur Naturschutz-, sondern auch Sport- und Gesangsver-
eine. All diese Initiativen, die den Gedanken der Nach hal-
tigkeit leben, wollen wir unterstützen.«
Holger Wettig – Geschäftsführer der Odenwald Treuhand GmbH

Wir sind überzeugt: Umweltschutz fängt 
im Kleinen an – und jeder Beitrag zählt. 
Um auch diese kleinen Beiträge zu 
fördern, haben wir den diesjährigen 
Wettbewerb ins Leben gerufen. Unser 

Ziel ist es, durch eine gemeinsame Aktion 
möglichst viele Projekte für die Umwelt an-
stoßen zu können.

Die Auszeichnung ist eine gemeinsame 
Initiative der Mosca GmbH, dem Autohaus 
Käsmann, der Odenwald Treuhand und dem 
Malerbetrieb Spohn. Als Ausstattungspartner 
ist zudem JOMA Teamsport beteiligt.

joma-sport.com

»Um loszulegen,  
ist es nötig,  

mit dem Reden  
aufzuhören &  

mit dem Handeln 
zu beginnen.«

Walt Disney

PREISE FÖRDERSCHWERPUNKTE

40 x 

Gutscheine 

von JOMA

Ihr Nachhaltig
keitsprojekt

Die Vergabe eines Preises ist an ein kleines, eigen stän-
diges Nachhaltigkeitsprojekt gekoppelt. Was meinen  
wir damit? 

Zum Beispiel: 
 ■ ein Tag Müll sammeln am Neckar
 ■ Unterstützung des NABU bei Frosch wanderungen
 ■ Pflanzen von Bäumen
 ■ …

Keine Idee für ein Projekt? Fragen Sie doch mal bei Ihrer 
Gemeinde nach, im lokalen Kindergarten bzw. der Schule, 
wenden Sie sich an Organisationen wie den NABU oder 
melden Sie sich direkt bei Mosca!

Ihr Projekt für  
die Umwelt =  
ein Gutschein  
von uns.

mosca.com | | |autohaus-kaesmann-mosbach.de ot-gruppe.de spohn-maler.de

€25,000 for the environment –  
Mosca sustainability competition 2022 

Changing the future together. Sustainability is the main 
focus of the 2022 project competition, which was pre-
pared in 2021. The award is a joint initiative supported by 
Mosca GmbH, Autohaus Käsmann, Odenwald Treuhand 
and Malerbetrieb Spohn. Working together with associa-
tions, local chapters from large organisations and smaller 
local initiatives, we want to initiate as many projects for 
the environment as possible in the districts of Odenwald, 
Neckar-Odenwald and Rhein-Neckar. As an incentive and 
an expression of appreciation for the dedication of the 

volunteers, we are offering 40 vouchers of €625 each 
from the sporting goods manufacturer JOMA. The award 
is linked to small, independent sustainability projects, 
such as a day of collecting rubbish along the Neckar 
river, supporting Naturschutzbund Deutschland (NABU) 
with frog migration tours or planting trees.
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Global social cooperation
As part of our global commitment to better education, 
we have supported various projects sponsored by the 
World Vision aid organisation in Central Africa from 2011 
to 2021. The shared goal is to combat illiteracy through 
targeted learning support and investments in good ed-
ucation while giving the poorest children in crisis situa-
tions the most important tool for a self-determined life 
and a viable chance for the future.

After successfully completing a primary school and 
reading promotion project in Burundi in 2018, we contin-
ued our commitment as a licensee with an education 
project in Ethiopia. We were supporting the renovation 
of a primary school in the town of Nedjo, about 500 kilo-
metres west of Addis Ababa, with a donation of €24,000 
over a three-year period. In addition to repairing the 
building with more durable materials, the World Vision 
workers are setting up small libraries and reading corners. 
Furniture, blackboards and other items were supplied for 
the classrooms along with new school playground equip-
ment. In order to improve the transfer of knowledge, 
teachers and volunteers from local families were trained 
in pedagogics and didactics. This has helped sustainably 
improve the quality of education.

RESPONSIBILITY
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Our next steps towards  
sustainability – a path to  
the future.

Nonstop progressive
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With our Sustainability Report 2021, we have for the first 
time documented the status quo of our German sites 
referencing the GRI standard and, together with in-
house guidelines, created the basis for the consistent 
further development and continuation of our efforts.

From 2022 onwards, we plan to cover the entire Mosca 
Group, including our subsidiaries. The key figures and 
measures defined for this purpose will be further con-
cretised so that we can achieve the goals of our sustain-
ability strategy that will be measurable based on specific 
key performance indicators.

Our future actions will focus on the fields of ecology and 
social issues. In the area of ecology, we will concentrate 
on consistently reducing our carbon footprint by, among 
other things, sensibly switching to sustainable raw ma-
terials and steadily reducing the use of resources and 
materials overall. Furthermore, we want to continuously 
reduce our energy consumption through our energy 
management system and further expand the use of 
renewable energy sources, primarily photovoltaics. We 
also want to reduce environmental impact (including air 
pollution) and improve our waste management systems. 
With the certification of an environmental management 
system in compliance with DIN EN ISO 14001, which we 
are aiming for in 2023, we will introduce another tool that 
will support us in these endeavours.

As a second pillar of our strategy, we want to establish 
our sustainability consulting service from 2023 onwards. 
Through our support in the areas of optimal load secur-
ing, packaging quantities and materials, we will expand 
our activities beyond the boundaries of the company 
and help our customers to achieve their sustainability 
goals.

In the spirit of social responsibility put into practise on 
a daily basis, we want to ensure healthy working condi-
tions for all employees and offer them lifelong learning 
opportunities. As part of our commitment to this goal, 
we are, among other things, expanding our training and 
advanced education programmes. When it comes to 
training, we also want to live up to our responsibility as a 
major employer in the local region.

To support well-being on the job, we will further develop 
our in-house communication culture, reduce the work-
load and promote better workplace health conditions. 
Annual surveys of our employees serve as a basis and 
indicator for continuous improvements and the develop-
ment of complementary measures.

Based on the same persistence with which we work on 
our product optimisations, we want to achieve sustain-
able improvements with our Nonstop responsible 2027 
strategy. Because only then will our future actions make 
an important contribution to the protection of people 
and the environment while reducing climate change. 
Over the next few years, we will gradually increase our 
efforts to ensure a future worth living.

FUTURE

FUTURE

Nonstop  
progressive
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3.1.2 CO2 Balance Sheet of the Mosca Group

ANNEX

The CO2-Balance for the Mosca Group was calculated by Prof. Dr. Rainer 
Grießhammer.

|    MOSCA |    UNTERNEHMENSPRÄSENTATION3

2%
7%

44%

47%

MMoossccaa  GGrreeeennhhoouussee GGaass  IInnvveennttoorryy 22002211
((ttoottaall::  118833,,440000  tt  CCOO22ee))

Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3 (upstream) Scope 3 (downstream)

GGHHGG  EEmmiissssiioonnss IInnvveennttoorryy OOvveerrvviieeww oonn  SSccooppeess  11,,  22,,  aanndd  33

2019 2020 2021

15,013 13,167 14,962

Scope 1 + 2  (in t CO2e)

PP & RPP PET & RPET ELECTRICITY, 
OIL, GAS

STEEL CARTON

35,687 31,590 14,219 4,542 3,692

Mosca Top 5 GHG Activities 2021   
Scope 1, 2, and 3 (upstream) (in t CO2e)*

*transport, use phase, and combustion of post-
consumer-strapping are not included

Chapters
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ANNEX

3.2 Sustainability Committee

SIMONE MOSCA

Position:
CEO, Mosca GmbH

Sustainability Committee role:
Corporate sustainability sponsor

Joined Mosca:  
1998

Sustainability Committee  
member since:
August 2020

Mosca site: 
Waldbrunn, Germany

WITOLD NOWAK

Position:
Group Director –
Purchasing & Procurement  
Director Malaysia Entities

Sustainability Committee role:
Head of Sustainability Committee 

Joined Mosca:   
2020

Sustainability Committee  
member since:
August 2020

Mosca site: 
Singapore

FLORIAN WEIß

Position:
Head of Quality & Safety at Work

Sustainability Committee role:
Quality & Environmental Manage-
ment & Production Interface

Joined Mosca:   
2007

Sustainability Committee  
member since: 
August 2020

Mosca site:  
Waldbrunn, Germany

DESIREE RHEIN

Position:
Head of Global Marketing

Sustainability Committee role:
Marketing & Communication 
Interface 

Joined Mosca:  
2007

Sustainability Committee  
member since:
August 2020

Mosca site:  
Waldbrunn, Germany
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ANNEX

ELFINN LIM

Position:
Compliance Manager

Sustainability Committee role:
Coordination Compliance & Imple-
mentation of Legal Prerequisites

Joined Mosca:  
2021

Sustainability Committee 
member since:
November 2021

Mosca site:  
Singapore

ANN MERTENS

Position:
Sustainability Officer

Sustainability Committee role:
Coordination of Sustainability  
Issues

Joined Mosca:  
2021

Sustainability Committee 
member since:
December 2021

Mosca site: 
Waldbrunn, Germany

LEO MAIELLO

Position:
Group Director –  
Strap & Consumables
CEO MSC

Sustainability Committee role:
Management & Strap Production 
Interface

Joined Mosca:  
2022

Sustainability Committee
member since: 
April 2022

Mosca site:  
Muckental, Germany

NICOLE KÜNZLER

Position:
Head of Global HR

Sustainability Committee role:
HR Interface

Joined Mosca:  
2019

Sustainability Committee
member since:  
June 2022

Mosca site: 
Waldbrunn, Germany
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GRI Content Index 
with reference to the GRI Standards

The Global Reporting Initiative standards represent a 
global practice for public reporting on various economic, 
environmental and social impacts.

Sustainability reporting based on these standards pro-
vides information on an organisation's contributions to 
sustainable development. The preparation of a report 
based on the GRI standards gives a comprehensive pic-
ture of the material issues of an organisation, the related 
impacts and how these are managed.

It should be noted that for this report in May 2022, the 2016 
edition of the Universal Standards was used as the main refer-
ence. As of October 2022, the revision of these standards had 
not progressed further, which makes them the most current to 
date.

Further details to the GRI disclosures can be found in the GRI 
standards.

If some statements in this report cover only parts of the stand-
ard, they will be reported next year.
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GRI NO. SPECIFICATION CHAPTER EXPLANATIONS

1 Foundation With reference to the GRI Standards

2 Gerneral Disclosures

1. The organization and its reporting  
practices

2-1 Organizational details 1.1 a. Mosca GmbH, Mosca Sales & Service GmbH & Co. KG, Mosca Strap & Consumables GmbH & 
Co. KG, Mosca Machinery & Equipment GmbH & Co. KG
b. Limited liability company (GmbH) 100% privately owned by Timo Mosca  
c. Mosca GmbH Gerd-Mosca-Straße 1, 69429 Waldbrunn
d. In the first step, we will report on the plant sites in Germany

2-2 Entities included in the organization’s 
sustainability reporting

1.1 a. 26 plant sites worldwide, this report covers the two plants in Germany: Waldbrunn and Muck-
ental  
b. First step, other sites will gradually follow 
c. Affiliated companies: Erste Odenwälder Grundstücksverwaltungs Beteiligungs GmbH  
iii. The report covers the two sites in Germany, Mosca Group figures are supplemented where 
available. 
Mosca GmbH Gerd-Mosca-Str. 1, 69429 Waldbrunn, Germany

2-3 Reporting period, frequency and contact 
point

a. Annually from 2021 financial year onward 
b. Financial year from 1 Jan. to 31 Dec.  
c. Q3 of the subsequent year 
d. Contact: Ann Mertens - Sustainability Officer 
Mosca GmbH Gerd-Mosca-Str. 1, 69429 Waldbrunn, Germany

2-4 Restatements of information In 2022 we prepared with this report the first for the 2021 financial year 

2-5 External assurance a. Currently no external audit

2. Activities and workers

2-6 Activities, value chain and other 
business relationships

1.1, 1.3, 2 a. Industry, machine construction, manufacture of other non-industrial machinery and manu-
facture of plastic sheets, films, hoses and profiles.  
b. i. See report Chapters 1.1 and 2  
ii. See report Chapter 1.3  
iii. not yet reported in 2021  
c. not relevant

G
R

I 1 - 3
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GRI NO. SPECIFICATION CHAPTER EXPLANATIONS

2-7 Employees 3.2 a. + b. + c. + d. figures of 2021 
a. Total number and rate of new employees during the reporting period, by gender, see  
Chapter 3.2 
b. Total number of employees during the reporting period, by age group, gender and company. 
see chapter 3.2. 
e. Fluctuation, see chapter 3.2

2-8 Workers who are not employees a. 26 temporary workers recruited through employee leasing service. Services are commis-
sioned via purchasing. More cannot be reported at present.

3. Governance

2-9 Governance structure and composition 1.1, 3.2 a. + b. Organisational chart Chapter 1.1. Simone Mosca convened the new sustainability team 
project group in 2020, the first sustainability position was created in 2021 with Ann Mertens 
named Sustainability Officer. The now expanded sustainability committee is introduced in 
Chapter 3.2 
c. i. ii. The further development into a sustainability committee is being implemented. In addition 
to HR, Compliance Manager, and Strap & Consumables, Finance & Accounting, R&D, Machinery 
and Logistics will also be filled in the short to medium term. 
iii Length of tenure: Florian Weiß/Desiree Rhein/Witold Nowak - since Aug 20 / Ann Mertens -  
since Dec 21 / Leo Maiello - since Apr 22 / Nicole Künzler - since Jun 22 / Elfinn Lim - since Nov 21 
iv. See Appendix Chapter 3.2 Sustainability Committee 
v. See Appendix Chapter 3.2 Sustainability Committee 
vi. The plan for the future is to include the works council in the committee 
vii. See Appendix Chapter 3.2 Sustainability Committee 
viii. Stakeholders are surveyed annually

2-10 Nomination and selection of the 
highest governance body

1.1 a. + b. Appointment of Group Directors: Group Directors are appointed directly by the manage-
ment based on their qualifications and the needs of the company (initially for two years but 
may be extended indefinitely). It is important to note that Group Director can be considered as 
a title/addendum that is conferred and is an interdisciplinary cross function resulting from the 
matrix organisation. 
ii. In the medium term, we plan to take the issue of diversity into account

G
R
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GRI NO. SPECIFICATION CHAPTER EXPLANATIONS

2-11 Chair of the highest governance body 1.1 a. Timo Mosca is the company owner and serves as CEO. 
Direct reporting on production/manufacturing, R&D and site development 
b. There are no conflicts of interest

2-12 Role of the highest governance body in 
overseeing the management of impacts

1.1 a. The fact that sustainability is the responsibility of CEO Simone Mosca ensures that this topic 
is taken into account in all processes 
b. Reporting chain: Simone Mosca      Witold Nowak       Elfinn Lim (Compliance/Due Diligence) 
c. Requests from entities/customers/suppliers to Compliance       Processing       Feedback to 
Headquarters        Review        Feedback to entities/customers/suppliers

2-13 Delegation of responsibility for 
managing impacts

Foreword, 
3.2

a. Simone Mosca initially convened the sustainability team in mid-2020 as a project, since 2021 
developing into the still growing sustainability committee, see Chapter 3.2.                                                                                                                                      
b. Regularly scheduled meetings with Witold Nowak and Simone Mosca every two weeks to ex-
change results from the committee and to clarify pending issues

2-14 Role of the highest governance body in  
sustainability reporting

1.1, 3.2 a. The sustainability report is prepared by Ann Mertens with input from the sustainability com-
mittee. It is then submitted to Simone Mosca and discussed with her. The measures to be de-
rived from it are supported by the entire management. 
b. Does not apply

2-15 Conflicts of interest a. Decisions are made by the Corporate CEOs in consultation with the Group Directors.  
b. There have been no conflicts with stakeholders to date.

2-16 Communication of critical concerns a. The Group Directors discuss the most important issues in their regular meeting every two 
weeks. If there are critical issues regarding sustainability that cannot be resolved there, the 
matter goes to the Group Executive Board (three CEOs).  
b. There have been no incidents since the sustainability team was established.

2-17 Collective knowledge of the highest  
governance body

1.5 a. Aimed at promoting new developments, the Global Strap Call takes place every two weeks 
between the manufacturing companies in Germany, the USA and Malaysia. The global enginee-
ring team that deals with machine development meets at the same intervals. This also involves 
the manufacturing companies in Germany, the USA and Malaysia. Department heads hold a 
dialogue with their employees once a week, in production this takes place daily. Employees can 
also use Sharepoint, the employee newspaper published quarterly and the bulletin boards to 
obtain information.  
Success is measured based on timelines and priority lists are kept for each of the issues.  
Collective knowledge includes, for example, training videos on the topic of due diligence. Quiz-
zes and subsequent documentation help ensure that employee knowledge is up to date.

G
R
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GRI NO. SPECIFICATION CHAPTER EXPLANATIONS

2-18 Evaluation of the performance of the 
highest governance body

a. The sustainability committee develops priority lists outlining short-, medium- and long-term 
measures with corresponding deadlines. In terms of environmental issues, the focus is on PV 
systems. Recycled materials are used to manufacture straps and experiments are being carried 
out with biomaterials. CO2 balancing and consulting has been carried out by an external service 
provider since 2019 and is continuously supplemented by measures initiated by the sustainabi-
lity committee. Social measures include the CoC with a focus on human rights. This document 
was drawn up together with an external service provider at the end of 2020 and has since 
been mandatory for all employees and new suppliers. Other social measures are also proposed 
by the sustainability team. Since December 2021, Ann Mertens has been the Sustainability  
Officer responsible for coordinating and advising the sustainability committee. Feedback is  
generally requested from Simone Mosca before measures are defined and the team reports 
back on the current progress.  
b. CO2 balancing is carried out annually, evaluated, and used to initiate new measures according 
to current needs. The CoC was prepared by an external service provider in cooperation with 
Mosca.                                                                                                                         
c. New measures are addressed based on the results of the evaluation. 

2-19 Remuneration policies a. i. CEOs and Group Directors receive a non-tariff fixed salary and a bonus, which is based on 
the company's performance and six other (individual) KPIs. 
ii. + iii. + iv. Nothing to report 
v. According to local regulations 
b. Appointed based on their qualifications and the needs of the company

2-20 Process to determine remuneration a. Waldbrunn and Muckental have in-house collective agreements; the remuneration system is 
based on ERA. Each position has a target salary with a variable bonus of up to 30%, usually an 
average of 15%. Team leaders with staff management responsibilities and department heads 
are included in the remuneration scheme.                                                                                                          
b. External stakeholders did not provide any information in the materiality survey; in-house sta-
keholders could envision improvements in salary.

G
R
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GRI NO. SPECIFICATION CHAPTER EXPLANATIONS

2-21 Annual total compensation ratio a. + b. + c. Ratio of the management board's salary (2nd highest remuneration level) to the  
average salary of the employees and salary increases.  
Ratio for wages: 1:3.54 
Ratio for wage increase: 1:3.664
The salary of the CEOs is not included in the calculation. 

4. Strategy, policies and practices

2-22 Statement on sustainable development 
strategy

3.2 The sustainability committee, which reports to Simone Mosca, was reinforced in December 2021 
with the appointment of Sustainability Officer Ann Mertens. 
From 2023 onwards, the expansion of the sustainability committee is planned and the inclusion 
of work/study students in the sustainability area. See Chapter 3.2

2-23 Policy commitments 1.2 A copy of the CoC introduced in 2020 was issued to all employees and new suppliers. See 
Chapter 1.2

2-24 Embedding policy commitments a. Through virtual and face-to-face training as well as recording of training videos 
i. Via management to department heads and works council  
ii. Due diligence of the strategies in terms of training content 
iii. Due diligence of supply chains 
iv. See a 
2021: CoC training (virtual and in-person) 
2022: Conflict Minerals + Act on Corporate Due Diligence Obligations in Supply Chains (LkSG) 
2023: Human rights policies

2-25 Processes to remediate negative 
impacts

1.2 An anonymous complaint form is being developed and should be implemented by 2023. In the 
future, processes will be set up to identify the negative impact and then develop evidence of 
how this can be reduced. All stakeholders, including in-house stakeholders, will be taken into 
account. 
2021: Introduction of a complaint scheme via the e-mail box: compliance@mosca.com 
2023: Expansion with an anonymised form on the website

2-26 Mechanisms for seeking advice and raising 
concerns

1.2 A staff member with a legal background is employed as a compliance officer with authorisation 
to call in internal or external advice.
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2-27 Compliance with laws and regulations There are no known complaints in 2021.

2-28 Membership associations 1.5 BME, BVL, BVV, German Packaging Museum, DVI, family entrepreneurs, supporters of the Pro 
DHBW Mosbach foundation, work-study partners from the Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative 
State University (DHBW), Ethik Society, FEFECO, IK e.V., openpack., Packaging Valley, Pack4Sus-
tainability, Packpart, PrintPromotion, UkMos, UKOM, USW, VDMA, VDU, VDW. 

5. Stakeholder engagement

2-29 Approach to stakeholder engagement 1.4, 1.5 Our stakeholder dialogue has been gradually expanded up since 2021. See Chapters 1.4 and 1.5

2-30 Collective bargaining agreements In-house collective agreement at Muckental site since 2019, in-house collective agreement at  
Waldbrunn plant since 2019

3 Material Topics

3-1 Process to determine material topics 1.4, 1.6, 3.1 Three tools were introduced to identify key issues: energy management according to DIN EN 
ISO 50001 in 2015, the preparation of a CO2 balance sheet since 2019 (see Chapter 3.1) and a 
comprehensive materiality analysis in 2022 (see Chapter 1.4). The materiality analysis is the basis 
for the development of our sustainability strategy (see Chapter 1.6.)
In addition to implementing our tools, we monitor current developments in the industries, mar-
kets and regions relevant to us and identify potential risks and opportunities. 
Cooperation and a continuous exchange of information with sustainability experts and relevant 
associations also play a major role for us in this context.

3-2 List of material topics 1.4  In addition to the issues identified and presented in our materiality analysis (see Chapter 1.4), 
new or future laws and regulations are also currently relevant for us. These mainly include the 
following: 
- LkSG 
- CSRD

3-3 Management of material topics 1.4, 1.6, 3.1 a. The CO2 balance sheet clearly indicates that alternative materials need to be considered for 
strap production. The short-term focus is on recycled materials; in the long term, a switch to 
renewable raw materials is necessary. Next steps in 2022 include the materiality analysis (see 
Chapter 1.4) and sustainability strategy with measures, goals and KPIs. See Chapter 1.6
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201 Economic Performance

201 Topic management disclosures The Mosca Group is aware that, through its core business segments of mechanical engineering 
and strap production, plastics are introduced into the recyclable materials loop in the target re-
gions. The Group's goals are as follows:  
a. Convert plastics produced by Mosca to recycled and bio-based materials.  
b. Using all available options to minimise emissions. 
c. Raise customer awareness of low impact packaging concepts.  
d. Guide customers towards the most sustainable end-of-line packaging solutions.

201-1 Direct economic value generated and dis-
tributed

a. i. Net sales: EUR 214.846M 
ii. Costs (cost of materials, personnel expenses, other operating expenses): EUR 201.665M 
iii. EBITDA: EUR 24.777M  
b. There is no authoritative meaning of any breakdown, the economic value is compiled and 
published at Group level. 
Figures are not yet audited at the time of reporting.

201-2 Financial implications and other risks and 
opportunities due to climate change

a. A process for determining the risks of climate change hasn't been implemented in the  
reporting year. Many of the risks most relevant for us are related to fossil materials used in  
the strap production. One specific example is presented in the following:  
Risk: fossil materials for strap production. Opportunity: packaging minimisation is becoming  
increasingly important
i. Regulatory = increased recycled content, which is mandatory for products in certain 
countries         Mosca is a pioneer in the use of recycled materials and in continuous  
development towards more sustainable materials. 
ii. Risk: punitive tariffs (EUR 300-450/t for non-compliance (UK, Spain, Italy)) / Opportunity: Mo-
sca innovations leading to a competitive advantage 
iii. Estimation currently not possible 
iv. Increased R&D to adapt products to meet national regulations  
v. Not evaluated, as it is an ongoing process 2021: Continuous review of pending regulations in 
the markets served by Mosca and verification of the conformity of products distributed by Mo-
sca. R&D in case of non-compliance. 
From 2022: Projects and internal orders created in SAP for cost tracking purposes                                                                                                                                         
2.3.1 His Majesty's Revenue and Customs (HMRC) Draft SI      valid from 1.4.2022 
2.3.2 From 1.4.2022 
2.3.3 Direct
2.3.4.1 Higher R&D costs
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201-2 Financial implications and other risks and 
opportunities due to climate change

2.3.4.2 If fulfilled = higher demand 
2.3.4.3 Available 
2.3.5 100% 
2.3.6 Low

201-3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other 
retirement plans

3.2 Mosca also takes care of its employees in retirement. The company promotes the accumulation of 
assets for old age through pension schemes and supports the accrual of a supplementary pen-
sion. For this purpose, Mosca Group Germany has various pension models such as direct insurance, 
pension funds and provisions based on collective agreements. The pension scheme is financed 
by the company with tax-free contributions and the option of a self-financed company pension 
scheme for employees in accordance with the statutory provisions (deferred compensation). 
The framework conditions for Mosca's pension scheme are regulated in the applicable company 
agreements. 
For employer-financed pension obligations, pension provisions are calculated by actuarial reports 
commissioned annually. Mosca has chosen the projected unit credit method to calculate the pen-
sion provisions for the executive management. An actuarial interest rate of 1.87% was applied. The 
actuarial interest rate was determined in accordance with the simplification rule pursuant to sec-
tion 253 (2) sentence 2 of the German Commercial Code (HGB). We applied the new Heubeck 2018 
G guideline tables in our valuations. A pension trend of 1% was taken into account.

201-4 Financial assistance received from  
government

a. i. Not specified 
ii. Not specified 
iii. In the year of reporting, we received a subsidy of EUR 90,000 for PP production line at MSC. 
We did not receive any other financial support from the public sector.  
iv. + v. + vi. + vii. + viii. Not specified 
b. Germany only 
c. No

202 Market Presence

202 Topic management disclosures The company's collective agreements are valid for all employees. Voluntary special payments 
and additional benefits are regulated accordingly for all staff. 

202-1 Ratios of standard entry level wage by gen-
der compared to local minimum wage

This indicator is not relevant for us. It is a matter of course that we comply with all legal  
requirements regarding minimum wage. Differentiation between genders is not permitted.
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202-2 Proportion of senior management hired 
from the local community

Mosca ensures growth and success through proactive recruiting. Potential employees are ap-
proached locally and nationally for all hierarchical levels and bound to the company by contract. 
We offer attractive jobs at Mosca's local and decentralised sites.

203 Indirect Economic Impacts 

203 Topic management disclosures 3.3 As one of the largest employers in the Neckar-Odenwald district, we are aware of our  
responsibility towards the region. Due to our long-standing roots, we feel connected to the 
area and are involved on social, integrational and cultural levels with various projects and coop-
erative efforts. These include our annual Mosca project competition, our partnership with the 
Johannes-Diakonie Mosbach and the sponsorship of the Björn Steiger Foundation. 
See Chapter 3.3

203-1 Infrastructure investments and services 
supported

No infrastructure investments were made in 2021. These will be taken into account for the  
following years.

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts Mosca ranking in the Neckar-Odenwald district: 
Among the largest 0.3% of companies by number of employees (250 or more). As a partner of 
the Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative State University (DHBW) Mosbach, Mosca is involved in 
the development of a degree programme in sustainability.

204 Procurement Practices

204 Topic management disclosures To the extent that the local infrastructure allows local procurement, this is preferred.

204-1 Proportion of spending on local suppliers a. 85.5% local / 14.5% international 
b. "Local" = Germany-wide, as opposed to abroad. 
c. Both plant sites in Germany                                                                                                                               
According to invoices

205 Anti-corruption

205  Topic management disclosures We follow the of 0% corruption tolerance approach.

205-1 Operations assessed for risks related to 
corruption

1.2 a. No audit has taken place, internal compliance not established until 2021.  
b. Due Diligence       Corruption risks mainly in Asia or with suppliers from the Asian region (China 
& Thailand). Corruption in the context of human rights risks.
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205-2 Communication and training about anti- 
corruption policies and procedures

a. Two persons in the controlling body, Singapore 
b. International (hub structure, i.e. managing directors of companies which in turn manage oth-
er clustered subsidiaries): 1 person in Singapore (director), 1 person in UK (director), 2 persons in 
Poland (director, manager), 1 person in Spain (director), 1 person in USA (CEO) // National: 45 per-
sons (senior & middle management & works council) 
c. Total number/percentage of informed business partners is not ascertainable, guidelines can 
be accessed online in the CoC, will be taken into account in new contracts  
d. 2, Singapore 
e. See b

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and  
actions taken

No knowledge of incidents in 2021.

206 Anti-competitive Behavior

206 Topic management disclosures Fair competition is the basic prerequisite of any healthy economy and Mosca is committed to 
maintaining the highest standards of business conduct.

206-1 Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, 
anti-trust, and monopoly practices

No knowledge of incidents in 2021.

207 Tax

207 Topic management disclosures The Mosca Group is aware of all national and international tax regulations and follows them 
generally and conscientiously. There is/was no shift towards low-tax countries.

207-1 Approach to tax There is no written tax strategy in the narrower sense. 
Tax control is the responsibility of the finance and controlling department in close coordination 
with the management and our tax advisors. 
Tax audits (audits by tax authorities) take place regularly. 

207-2 Tax governance, control, and risk  
management

a. i. Finance & Controlling (FiCo) unit of Mosca GmbH 
ii. The tax concept is jointly adapted to national boundary conditions in dialogue with the sub-
sidiaries and is taken into account accordingly in financial planning. 
iii. Tax risks are assessed by the risk owners and risk managers in the annual risk assessment. 
Identifiable risks are discussed in advance with tax advisors.  
iv. By external auditors and accountants 
b. Via feedback to FiCo, which can initiate further examination 
c. Standard audit procedures of the respective national auditors/accountants
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207-3 Stakeholder engagement and management 
of concerns related to tax

a. Standard audit procedures of the respective national auditors/accountants. 
i. See above. 
ii. There is and was no political influence in the company's history. 
iii. Via feedback to FiCo, which can initiate further examination.

207-4 Country-by-country reporting 1.1, 3.2 a. Germany 
b. i. Organisation chart of the companies in Germany (see Chapter 1.1) 
ii. Mosca GmbH = Central administration / MSC = Production & distribution of plastic strapping 
and other consumables / MME = Production of machinery / MSS = Distribution of machinery & 
spare parts, provision of services / EOG = Property/building management. 
iii. See Chapter 3.2 on number of employees in the report 
iv. - ix. No publication in the reporting year due to the pending audit at the time of the report 
generation 
x. There is no difference; tax loss carried forward from previous years (Mosca GmbH only) 
c. Fiscal year 2021
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301 Materials

301 Topic management disclosures In general, the Mosca Group's research and development (R&D) department pursues a down-
sizing strategy with long-life materials in the machine area. For plastic straps and other con-
sumables, research is continuously being conducted to minimise grammage and use recycled 
and bio-based raw materials.

301-1 Materials used by weight or volume 3.1 a. i. Waldbrunn: sheet steel 2,090 t, aluminium 68.05 t, electric motors 18,211 pcs, cables 109.48 
km, printed circuit boards 27,224 units, packaging: PE film 13.409 t Muckental: PP 6,329 t, addi-
tives for straps: e.g. dyes 127 t, packaging: PE film 22.337 t  
ii. Waldbrunn: packaging: cardboard 17.96 t, wood 58.5 t Muckental: rPP 318 t, rPET 5. 763 t, pack-
aging: cardboard 865.697 t, wood 427.4 t  
2.1.1.2 Auxiliary and operating materials, i.e. materials required for the production process that 
are not included in the final product, such as lubricants for the production machines - missing 
lubricants. All materials are purchased from external suppliers. All data are measured values.

301-2 Recycled input materials used 3.1 Machines irrelevant. Straps: 100% rPET, 4.78% rPP

301-3 Reclaimed products and their packaging 
materials

3.1 a. Whenever possible, machines are reclaimed, overhauled and resold. The return rate is very 
low because customers generally use the machines beyond their depreciation period. A de-
termination of the percentage of machines sold is targeted for 2023. In 2021, 1,876 machines 
were sold. Scrap generated in strap production is recycled and reintroduced into production.                                                                                                                                      
Rejects in strap production: PP 6,647 t, PET 5,763 t

302 Energy

302 Topic management disclosures 3.1 Mosca pursues a responsible approach to finite resources. The regulations on sustainable 
impact are integrated into the company's energy management system. Sustainable and sen-
sible use of our resources, especially with regard to the use of energy, is an important aspect 
in our daily operations. Active environmental protection and efficient energy use is also a key 
management task. We make an important contribution with our open information policy and 
through our commitment to energy saving and continuous improvement.
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302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 3.1 a. Measurements 1) Waldbrunn: heating oil 366,653 l, detailed heating oil consumption per  
building, powder coating, wet paint and administration, available in the energy report.
b. Not available  
c. i. 1) Waldbrunn: electricity 2,701,778 kWh + own-used PV electricity 381,365 kWh, detailed  
electricity consumption per building, powder coating, wet paint and administration available. 
2) Muckental: electricity 9,812,428 kWh + own-used PV electricity 334,164 kWh, detailed electrici-
ty consumption per strap production line, building, administration and other machinery available. 
ii. Not available 
iii. Cooling energy, no positive knowledge 
iv. Not available  
d. i. PV electricity 47,544 kWp  
ii. Not available  
iii. Not available  
iv. Not available

302-2 Energy consumption outside of the 
organization

There are no outsourced processes.

302-3 Energy intensity 3.1 a. + b. Muckental: 
- Energy use per productive hour:  
2020: 289.82 kWh/h; 2021: 281.13 kWh/h; 2021 to 2020: - 3%   
- Energy use per tonne of finished product:  
2020: 755 kWh/t; 2021: 829 kWh/t; 2021 to 2020: + 9.77%* 
- Fuel = diesel consumption: 
2020 (3 cars): 1,931.52 l; 2021 (3 cars): 2,263.87 l; 2020 to 2021: + 17%
Waldbrunn: 
- Energy use per € of sales:  
2020: 41,966 kWh/million; 2021: 41,660 kWh/million; 2021 to 2020: -0.73%  
- Energy use per machine sold:  
2020: 1,352 kWh/pc; 2021: 1395 kWh/pc; 2021 to 2020: + 3.17%   
- Fuel = diesel consumption: 
2020 (87 passenger cars): 116,696 l; 2021 (93 passenger cars): 138,963 l;
2021 to 2020: + 19%  
2020 (1 truck): 7,904 l; 2021 (1 truck): 7,608 l;  2021 to 2020: -3.8%
- Average consumption per car  
2020: 1,341 l; 2021: 1,494 l; 2021 to 2020: + 11.4% 
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302-3 Energy intensity 3.1 *Explanation: The key figure energy input per tonne of finished product has increased by 9.77%. 
This is due to line 4 being completely integrated into PET production, which requires a very large 
amount of energy. Due to the outdated plant technology, the production speed is very low. This 
increases the energy consumption per quantity produced. In 2022, this line will be replaced by a 
new energy-efficient production line. 
All values within the organisation

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 3.1 Overview of measures. See Chapter 3.1. 

302-5 Reductions in energy requirements of 
products and services

3.1 Electricity and heating oil consumption increased in Waldbrunn and electricity consumption 
increased in Muckental. The higher heating oil consumption is due to the need to increase the 
supply of fresh air during the coronavirus pandemic. A comparative measurement in the ven-
tilation system showed a difference of 31%. We have therefore adjusted the heating oil con-
sumption by this factor.  
Waldbrunn:  
- Total energy consumption (electricity, heating oil and fuels) in relation to working hours: 
reduction of 1.52% (2020: 20.6 kWh/h; 2021: 20.29 kWh/h) 
Muckental:  
- Energy use per productive hour: reduction of 3.0% (2020: 289.82 kWh/h; 2021:281.13 kWh/h) 

303 Water and Effluents

303 Topic management disclosures The goal of our water management is to reduce water consumption and use water more 
sensibly in our production processes. By systematically analysing consumption, we aim to use 
water more efficiently. Precipitation water should be preserved in its natural cycle (unsealing 
of surfaces, separate collection of precipitation water).

303-1 Interactions with water as a shared 
resource

3.1 Waldbrunn total: 
2020: 2,785m³; 2021: 2,680m³  
Muckental total:  
2020: 919m³; 2021: 1,167m³  
In Waldbrunn, surface water from approx. 50% of the site is channelled into the pond used for 
fire extinguishing. The remaining volume is channelled for disposal via the separate sewer sys-
tem.
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303-2 Management of water discharge-related 
impacts

3.1 The discharged wastewater is "normal" wastewater from the sanitary facilities and water bath 
in Muckental. 
Slightly contaminated wastewater is disposed of as a washing solution.

303-3 Water withdrawal In the reporting year, we had a water withdrawal of 3,847 m3 from third parties. 
Calibrated meters are installed.

303-4 Water discharge In principle, there is a discharge into public water but there is no direct discharge pipe-
line and no separate sewage treatment plant. Waldbrunn: The surface water from the 
large courtyard area and the roofs of Halls E, F and G is discharged into the fire pond.                                                                                                            
No comments or correspondence with the water rights office.                                                                                                     
There is nothing to report on exceeding the discharge limits, breakdown of water recirculation 
and suppliers.

303-5 Water consumption Waldbrunn:  
- Water consumption 2021: 2,680m³ 
water for sanitary facilities (toilets, shower)  
+ cleaning bath in the paint shop (coating): 338m³  
Mosca is located in a water protection zone III, wastewater from coating is treated and the 
rest is disposed of as an aqueous washing solution.  
Muckental:  
- Water consumption 2021: 1,167m³ 
Water for sanitary facilities (toilets, shower), 
+ largest share for water bath for cooling straps after extrusion  
Wastewater disposal via public sewer
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304 Biodiversity

304 Topic management disclosures 3.1 Preserving and supporting nature and biodiversity around our production sites is a high priority 
at Mosca. We therefore design our factory premises to be as green as possible, see Chapter 
3.1.

304-1 Operational sites owned, leased, managed 
in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas 
of high biodiversity value outside protected 
areas

a. i. Site plan available 
ii. Not applicable 
iii. Site plan available 
iv. Waldbrunn: administration, logistics, production and assembly 
iv. Muckental: administration, logistics, production 
v. Waldbrunn: total 80,610 m², including buildings 26,294 m², pathways 18,936 m², parking spaces 
9,683 m², green area 25,697 m² 
v. Muckental: total 19,348 m², including buildings 7,240 m², pathways 10,636 m², green area 1,472 m² 
vi. Unknown or unavailable 
vii. Unknown or unavailable

304-2 Significant impacts of activities, products 
and services on biodiversity

iv. + v. The construction of the Muckental factory site in 2008 resulted in sealed soils and re-
duced natural habitats. An industrial ruin was demolished for the construction in Muckental and 
contaminated soils were disposed of properly.

304-3 Habitats protected or restored 3.1 a. The sealed area in Waldbrunn is partially compensated by the approx. 6,000 m² biotope 
meadow with near-natural hedges and shrubs adjacent to the plant site (see site plan).  
b. Renaturation measures have not yet been implemented in partnership with third parties.                                                                                                                                         
c. We ensure the sustainable preservation of the habitat on the factory premises through 
further measures: greening of facades, natural stone walls, hedge cutting only once a year, no 
use of weedkillers, green cuttings composted on site, only a few defined areas, such as fences, 
gates or passages are completely mown.

304-4 IUCN Red List species and national con-
servation list species with habitats in areas 
affected by operations

None known.

305 Emissions

305 Topic management disclosures 3.1 The majority of Mosca Group emissions come from the production of plastic strapping (85%). 
Therefore, many efforts focus on the use of recycled and bio-based raw materials. In the 
future, emissions that cannot be reduced will be offset by investments in decarbonisation 
projects.
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305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 3.1 a. Waldbrunn: 2020: 1,210 t CO2e; 2021: 1,410 t CO2e  
Muckental: 2020: 6 t CO2e, 2021: 7 t CO2e  
d. Based on 2020 because data is specifically collected from this point onwards. All emissions 
are presented in CO2e.   
e. Sources: Car trips with diesel consumption, heating oil consumption  
g. Conversion factors from Ecoinvent. Figure from CO2 balance sheet of Maschinenfabrik 
Waldbrunn, Muckental strap production according to evaluation by Prof. Dr. Rainer Grießhammer, 
see Chapter 3.1

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 3.1 a. Waldbrunn: electricity 2020: 2,612,785 kWh; 2021: 2,701,778 kWh  
Muckental: electricity 2020: 8,709,111 kWh; 2021: 9,812,428 kWh  
b. Waldbrunn: 2020: 1,144 t CO2e; 2021: 1,310 t CO2e  
Muckental: 2020: 3,815 t CO2e; 2021: 4,759 t CO2e  
c. All emissions are presented in CO2e  
d. We have chosen 2021 as the base year. Due to corona pandemic and the associated  
measures and circumstances, 2020 is not a representative year. 
e. Sources: Energy Report Waldbrunn and Muckental  
2.3.1. Waldbrunn: supple of PV electricity to the national grid 2020: 74,513 kWp; 2021: 47,544 kWp; 
corresponds for 2020 to 33 t CO2e; 2021: 23 t CO²e  
Based on GHG Protocol Corporate Standard.

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions 3.1 Waldbrunn:  
upstream 2020: 3,714 t CO2e; 2021: 5,692 t CO2e  
downstream 2020: 361 t CO2e; 2021: 359 t CO2e  
Muckental:  
upstream 2020: 20,990 t CO2e; 2021: 20,066 t CO2e  
downstream: 2020: 31,815 t CO2e; 2021: 32,169 t CO2e, see Chapter 3.1

305-4 GHG emissions intensity Waldbrunn:  
total tonnes CO2e per machine sold  
2020: 6,429 t CO2e / 1,923 machines sold = 3.34 t CO2e per machine sold  
2021: 8,772 t CO2e/ 1. 915 machines sold = 4.58 t CO2e per machine sold Muckental:  
total tonnes CO2e per quantity of finished product produced  
2020: 56,626 t CO2e / 11,388 t finished products = 4.97 t CO2e per t finished product  
2021: 57,000 t CO2e / 11,747 t finished products = 4.85 t CO2e per t finished product  
Estimation was only made for logistics and business travel, both of which are negligible 
amounts in the total volume.
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305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions All figures are increasing so far. The reference year 2021 represents a 
peak from which we aim to achieve a relative and absolute reduction.                                                                                                                                       
Based on GHG Protocol Corporate Standard.

305-6 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances 
(ODS)

No emissions recorded.

305-7 Nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), 
and other significant air emissions

No emissions recorded.

306 Waste

306 Topic management disclosures 3.1 The avoidance of waste and the increase of the recycling rate are important factors in the 
waste management system. We want to continuously improve these key figures by training  
employees, investing in waste separation and analysing the types of waste.

306-1 Waste generation and significant  
waste-related impacts

a. Waldbrunn: production of strapping machines and transport security systems, administration. 
Muckental: strap production 
i. Input: packaging of purchased materials. Activities: scrap from processing materials into  
finished products. Output: packaging of Mosca products 
ii. Downstream: packaging of Mosca products

306-2 Management of significant waste-related 
impacts

Waste concept is currently being developed and will be officially available from 2023. 
Separation of waste types for recycling, packaging regulations, reduction of scrap are  
currently available.

306-3 Waste generated 3.1 Non-hazardous waste:  
Waldbrunn: 
- Waste for recycling 2020: 108.7 t; 2021: 124.53 t  
- Waste for incineration 2020: 41.86 t; 2021: 37.54 t  
- Waste for landfill 2020: 1.46 t; 2021: 1.52 t  
Muckental:  
- Waste for recycling 2020: 143.92 t; 2021: 167.66 t  
- Waste for incineration 2020: 24.65 t; 2021: 31.36 t  
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306-4 Waste diverted from disposal Non-hazardous waste:  
Waldbrunn:  
- Waste for recycling 2020: 108.7 t; 2021: 124.53 t  
Muckental:  
- Waste for recycling 2020: 143.92 t; 2021: 167.66 t

306-5 Waste directed to disposal Non-hazardous waste:  
Waldbrunn:  
- Waste for incineration 2020: 41.86 t; 2021: 37.54 t  
- Waste for landfill 2020: 1.46 t; 2021: 1.52 t  
Muckental:  
- Waste for incineration 2020: 24.65 t; 2021: 31.36 t

307 Environmental Compliance

307 Topic management disclosures 3.1 Mosca pursues a responsible approach to finite resources. The regulations on sustainable impact, 
environmental protection and avoidance of environmental pollution are integrated into the envi-
ronmental management system. The sustainable and prudent use of our resources, as well as the 
production of resource-saving products, is an important part of our day-to-day business.

307-1 Failure to comply with environmental  
protection laws and regulations

No positive knowledge of violations. A legal register has been in place since 2015 and is  
regularly updated.

308 Supplier Environmental Assessment

308  Topic management disclosures Mosca is committed to working with suppliers who are committed to environmental protection 
as well as to supporting existing suppliers in their development. Suppliers who violate environ-
mental regulations will be terminated. 

308-1 New suppliers that were screened 
using environmental criteria

All of the suppliers are surveyed by means of a supplier self-disclosure. Environmental criteria 
are in place: DIN EN ISO 14001, conflict minerals, REACh. The environmental criteria are included 
in the overall evaluation.

308-2 Negative environmental impacts in the sup-
ply chain and actions taken

a. 275 suppliers in 2021 
b. 0 
c. 0 
d. 0%                                                                                                                        
e. 0                                                                                                                                                                                    
Currently without a systematic process; will be implemented with the introduction of the  
environmental management system in July 2023.
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401 Employment

401 Topic management disclosure Due to the growth of the organisation, the focus is on new employee hires.

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover 3.2 New hires and fluctuation in Waldbrunn and Muckental:

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees 
that are not provided to temporary or  
part-time employees

3.2 Basic benefits for all full-time employees:

G
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TToottaall FFeemmaallee MMaallee
PPeerrmmaanneenntt  eemmppllooyyeeeess 562 73 489
RReeccrruuiittiinnggss 72 12 60
RReeccrruuiittiinngg rraattiioo %% 12.8 16.4 12.3
RReeccrruuiittiinnggss bbyy  aaggee::
< 20 years) 24 5 19
>= 20 years - < 30 years 27 3 24
Age >= 30 years - < 50 years 15 4 11
Age >= 50 years 6 0 6
LLeeaavviinnggss 55 7 48
LLeeaavviinngg rraattiioo %% 9.8 9.6 9.8
LLeeaavviinnggss bbyy aaggee::
< 20 years 13 3 10
>= 20 years - < 30 years 22 2 20
>= 30 years - < 50 years 8 2 6
>= 50 years 12 0 12
LLeeaavviinnggss bbyy rreeaassoonnss::
Self-termination 17 2 15

Cancellation agreement 2 0 2

End of fixed-term contracts 28 6 22

Other reasons (retirement, death) 8 0 8

GRI 401-1: Neueinstellungen und Fluktuation in Waldbrunn und Muckental

AAllll FFuullll ttiimmee PPaarrtt ttiimmee
CCoommppaannyy bbeenneeffiittss
CCoommppaannyy ppeennssiioonn sscchheemmee x x x
WWoorrkkss  ddooccttoorr x x x
PPaarreennttaall  lleeaavvee x x x
CCoommppaannyy  ssoocciiaall ccoouunnsseelllliinngg x x x
SSppeecciiaall  ccoommppaannyy ppaayymmeennttss x x x
CCaarrffaarree x x x
MMoobbiillee wwoorrkkiinngg x x x
CCoonnttiinnuuiinngg eedduuccaattiioonn aanndd ttrraaiinniinnggss x x x

GRI 401-2: Grundleistung für alle vollzeitbeschäftigten 
Angestellten:

WWeeeekkss
Minimum notification period 12

Minimum notification period in the HTV = In-house 
collective agreement
Partly covered in the HTV, e.g. notice period
For shift workers = 3 months.

GRI 402-1: Mindestmitteilungsfrist für betriebliche
Veränderungen
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401-3 Parental leave 3.2 a. Total number of employees: female 73, male 489, total 562 
b. Total number of employees, who took parental leave in 2021: female 6, male 17, total 23 
c. Total number of employees, who came back from parental leave 2021: female 1, male 16, total 
17 
d. Total number of employees, who came back from parental leave and were still employed for 
12  more months: female 1, male 14, total 15 
e. return ratio (without agreement): female 16,67%, male 94,12%, total 73,90% 
f. remain ratio: female 16,67%, male 82,30%, total 65,20%

402 Labor Management Relations

402 Topic management disclosure 1.6, 3.2 We live the values of a family business: 
Internal and external relationships are based on mutual trust, respect and open  
communication. We have a management philosophy and develop the required skills of our  
employees. Everyone is committed to acting responsibly. A continuous improvement process  
is a fundamental and binding leadership task.

402-1 Minimum Notice Period for Operational 
Changes 

HTV = In-house collective agreement
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0AAllll FFuullll ttiimmee PPaarrtt ttiimmee
CCoommppaannyy bbeenneeffiittss
CCoommppaannyy ppeennssiioonn sscchheemmee x x x
WWoorrkkss  ddooccttoorr x x x
PPaarreennttaall  lleeaavvee x x x
CCoommppaannyy  ssoocciiaall ccoouunnsseelllliinngg x x x
SSppeecciiaall  ccoommppaannyy ppaayymmeennttss x x x
CCaarrffaarree x x x
MMoobbiillee wwoorrkkiinngg x x x
CCoonnttiinnuuiinngg eedduuccaattiioonn aanndd ttrraaiinniinnggss x x x

GRI 401-2: Grundleistung für alle vollzeitbeschäftigten 
Angestellten:

WWeeeekkss
Minimum notification period 12

Minimum notification period in the HTV = In-house 
collective agreement
Partly covered in the HTV, e.g. notice period
For shift workers = 3 months.

GRI 402-1: Mindestmitteilungsfrist für betriebliche
Veränderungen
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403 Occupational Health and Safety

403  Topic management disclosure 3.2 Occupational safety has a very high priority at Mosca. Therefore, our standards usually exceed 
the legal minimum requirements (e.g. in the provision of personal protective equipment).  
Risks at the workplace are regularly assessed (semi-annually or annually) and, if necessary, 
appropriate measures to minimise risks are defined and then implemented and validated on a 
sustainable basis. Indicator: Measures from the risk assessment or weekly inspection by an ex-
ternal occupational safety specialist.  
KPI: Evaluation of entries in the first-aid book

403-1 Occupational health and safety 
management system

a. Management system is implemented and part of the integrated management system (IMS)  
i. No, legal requirements do not exist 
ii. Yes, implementation based on standards        see legal register (DIN EN ISO 45001, EC Directive 89/391, 
Industrial Safety Ordinance, Occupational Health and Safety Act, Corona Occupational Health and Safety 
Ordinance, Workplace Ordinance and various technical rules)  
b. Within the framework of the existing quality management system, there are separate chapters on oc-
cupational safety and risk management. Currently 106 first responders, 27 trained evacuation helpers, 15 
trained fire protection helpers as well as an emergency team for emergency management issues (severe 
weather, power outage, snow chaos, pandemic, etc.).

403-2 Hazard identification, risk 
assessment, and incident investigation

Assessment of occupational hazards at risk assessments: 
- Currently 25 regular assessments available 
- review by occupational safety specialists with the relevant supervisors (at least annually) 
- Supervisors have been trained in-house on these issues 
- Follow-up and reminder by the QM department

403-3 Occupational health services 1.6, 3.2 Mosca has set a goal for establishing a structured occupational health management system 
and thus, increasing the focus on employee health. An external company doctor is on site once 
per month. The following services are included: 
- Optional and compulsory examinations 
- Vaccinations (optional) 
- Workplace inspections 
- Regulated process for required examinations for new hires depending on activity and hazards 
- Follow-up and reminders by QM or HR department
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403-3 Occupational health services 1.6, 3.2 At Mosca, special attention is focused on employee data protection. Personal health data is 
collected exclusively for the purpose of supporting the employment relationship and for payroll 
accounting. No data is collected regarding medical information. Access to personal health data 
is only granted by the HR department. The data is protected from unauthorised access by ot-
hers. Appropriate security precautions are taken to prevent unauthorised storage, use or trans-
mission of data (backup of data via separate drives, encryption, separate document storage). 
The collection of personal health data and the use of occupational health services does not 
lead to a disadvantage or preferential treatment of employees. Information about these data 
records is not shared.

403-4 Worker participation, consultation, 
and communication on occupational health 
and safety

The occupational safety committee consisting of 17 members from different divisions and 
management levels (works council, assembly workers, team leaders and management) meets 
quarterly. An external occupational safety expert is on site once a week. 
A works council representative is member of the occupational safety committee and regularly 
exchanges information with the occupational safety department. Internal regulations (e.g. on 
the use of PPE) are coordinated with the works council.  
There is no agreement with the trade union.

403-5 Worker training on occupational 
health and safety

Annual safety briefings are carried out depending on the subject area: 
- General instruction       digital 
- Computer workstations       digital 
- Workplace-related in production       by supervisors 
- Crane, forklift        centrally by trained personnel 
- New employees        digital 
Follow-up and reminders are provided by the quality management team.

403-6 Promotion of worker health 3.2 The German health care system offers outpatient preventive care, the hospital sector offers out-
patient and inpatient rehabilitation facilities. All employees are required to be insured in statutory 
or private health insurance schemes. Mosca contributes to the costs of preventive care through 
subsidies for insurance fees, continued payment of wages and statutory accident insurance. In 
addition, Mosca regularly organises "health days" for employees in cooperation with health insu-
rance companies. The activities for employees that were started before Corona, such as walking 
or cycling together, will be resumed.
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403-6 Promotion of worker health 3.2 Data protection for employees is a high priority at Mosca. Personal health data is collected exclu-
sively for the purpose of supporting the employment relationship and for payroll accounting. No 
data is collected regarding medical treatment. Access to personal health data is only granted by 
the HR department. The data is protected from unauthorised access by others. Appropriate se-
curity precautions are taken to prevent unauthorised storage, use or transmission of data (back-
up of data via separate drives, encryption, separate document storage). The collection of perso-
nal health data and the use of occupational health services does not lead to a disadvantage or 
preferential treatment of employees. Information about these data records is not shared.

403-7 Prevention and mitigation of occupational 
health and safety impacts directly linked by 
business relationships

For external parties working for the company, the same preconditions exist as for Mosca  
employees.

403-8 Workers covered by an occupational health 
and safety management system

a. All employees have access to the integrated management system. This also includes occu-
pational safety and health protection. New employees are trained and instructed accordingly.  
i. 26 temporary workers, 4.4% of all employees

403-9 Work-related injuries 3.2 a. i. No fatalities  
ii. No injuries with serious consequences  
iii. See table  
iv. Injuries on and with machinery, road accidents in snow  
v. See table  
b. Temporary workers, no incidents in 2021  
c. i. All accidents are documented with accident reports. There were no injuries with serious 
consequences in 2021.  
d. No specific knowledge of derived measures 
e. Based on 1,000,000 hours worked (11.8).  
f. All employees taken into account 
g. Evaluation of personnel data 
Rate of documented work-related injuries: 9 documented injuries / 762,956 h * 1,000,000 = 11.8 
(commuting accidents excluded)  
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403-9 Work-related injuries 3.2 2.2 Evaluation by types of injuries documented (gender, age group, activity) 
2.2.1 Unknown for 2021 
2.2.2 Injuries are evaluated by type of incident (see #141) 
2.2.3 no chemical hazards have been identified 
2.2.4 Not known for 2021, planned for 2023 
2.2.5 Close calls are currently not systematically documented. However, this is planned for 2023

403-10 Work-related ill health a. +  b. There have been no known work-related illnesses since 2012. This is evident from the  
accident reports and the feedback from the Employer's Liability Insurance Association (BG). 
Suspected cases (most recently in 2017) were proactively investigated in cooperation with  
the BG. 
c. i. Hazards are assessed in the risk assessment 
ii. None 
iii. Measures are defined and followed up in the risk assessment 
d. No 
e. Data is obtained from the risk assessments, medical reports, accident reports and  
coordination with the BG.

404 Training and Education

404 Topic management disclosure 1.6, 3.2 Providing high-quality education and training is regarded as a basic prerequisite for the future  
of our company. We aim to recruit and retain motivated and qualified employees with our training 
and development programmes. 
Our training portfolio includes various commercial and technical apprenticeships, work- study 
programmes and a trainee programme. 
In order to promote and further develop the potential of our employees, we offer them the  
opportunity to participate in suitable, individually selected advanced training programmes.

GRI 403-9: Arbeitsbedingte Verletzungen
22002200 22002211

Total number of working hours of all employees 768,942 762,956

Number of days lost because of accidents at work 207 256

Number of accidents at work 7 9

Ratio of work-related injuries1 9.1 11.8

Number of employees 552 562

Ø working hours per employee and year2 1,570 1,570

„„TThhoouusseenndd mmaann  qquuoottaa““ 22002200 22002211

Number of the reportable accidents at work x 1,000 x 
Number Ø working hours per employee and year / 
Total number of working hours a year

14.29 18.52

1 Calculation base: 1,000,000 worked hours
2 figure is published by the Employers´Liability Insurance Association, annually
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404-1 Average hours of training per year per em-
ployee

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and 
transition assistance programs

1.6, 3.2 a. Mosca offers employees challenging job assignments and scope for action within their area 
of responsibility. The company also identifies personal and professional development perspec-
tives within the group network. In regular staff appraisals, employees receive feedback from 
superiors on their work performance. Career perspectives are discussed to point out areas in 
which employees can develop. This procedure is defined in a structured performance appraisal 
process. Mosca implements personnel development concepts that are constantly being impro-
ved to promote training, specialist careers and/or management career for employees. For this 
purpose, employee-related budget costs are planned annually by the departments and alloca-
ted to in-house and external training. The courses are offered as hybrid or face-to-face events.

404-3 Percentage of employees receiving regular 
performance and career development  
reviews

a. Applies to all employees, target agreements at least once a year for non-pay-scale employ-
ees, performance appraisal for MEA

405 Diversity and Equal Opportunity

405  Topic management disclosure In principle, only proven qualifications and potential are taken into account for filling open 
positions. 

GRI 404-1: Durchschnittliche Stundenzahl für Aus-
und Weiterbildung pro Jahr und Angestellten

TToottaall FFeemmaallee MMaallee
TToottaall EEmmppllooyyeeeess 22002211 5 1 4

FFTTEE 4.63 0.83 3.80
NNuummbbeerr ooff hhoouurrss iinn  22002211 8,704 1,566 7,138

Number of hours invested for our trainees.

GRI 404-3: "Prozentsatz der Angestellten, die eine 
regelmäßige Beurteilung ihrer Leistung und ihrer 
beruflichen Entwicklung erhalten"
TTyyppee  ooff aasssseessssmmeenntt FFrreeqquueennccyy ppeerr yyeeaarr
Target agreements for AATT min. 1
Performance appraisals for MMEEAA min. 1
TToottaall 100 %

GRI 405-2: "Verhältnis des Grundgehalts und der
Vergütung von Frauen zum
Grundgehalt und zur Vergütung von Männern"

TToottaall ggrroossss ssaallaarryy IInn  €€ IInn  %%

Of all employees 28.825.368,23 100

Total female 2.716.737,89 9.42

Total male 26.108.630,34 90.58

GRI 404-1: Durchschnittliche Stundenzahl für Aus-
und Weiterbildung pro Jahr und Angestellten

TToottaall FFeemmaallee MMaallee
TToottaall EEmmppllooyyeeeess 22002211 5 1 4

FFTTEE 4.63 0.83 3.80
NNuummbbeerr ooff hhoouurrss iinn  22002211 8,704 1,566 7,138

Number of hours invested for our trainees.

GRI 404-3: "Prozentsatz der Angestellten, die eine 
regelmäßige Beurteilung ihrer Leistung und ihrer 
beruflichen Entwicklung erhalten"
TTyyppee  ooff aasssseessssmmeenntt FFrreeqquueennccyy ppeerr yyeeaarr
Target agreements for AATT min. 1
Performance appraisals for MMEEAA min. 1
TToottaall 100 %

GRI 405-2: "Verhältnis des Grundgehalts und der
Vergütung von Frauen zum
Grundgehalt und zur Vergütung von Männern"

TToottaall ggrroossss ssaallaarryy IInn  €€ IInn  %%

Of all employees 28.825.368,23 100

Total female 2.716.737,89 9.42

Total male 26.108.630,34 90.58
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405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and  
employees

3.2 Mosca is proud to maintain long-standing employee relationships across all gender and age 
structures. Therefore, this indicator is not currently relevant for us. It is a matter of course that 
we employ people from all gender and age groups. Quota systems are not used. 
In the future, however, we want to include more of the indicators in our reviews.

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of 
women to men

Waldbrunn and Muckental:

406 Non-discrimination

406 Topic management disclosure We treat all people equally.

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective 
actions taken

1.2 There have been no identified incidents. Mosca has a Code of Conduct in accordance with the 
International Labour Organization (ILO) Human Rights Convention, a compliance officer and a 
system for filing complaints.

407 Freedom of Association and Collective 
Bargaining

407 Topic management disclosure 1.2 Safeguarding human rights in our company and supply chains is a priority for us. We support 
freedom of association and collective bargaining. Employees at our German sites have a works 
council and a company collective agreement. They are also free to join trade unions or associ-
ations. This is secured in our Code of Conduct not only for all employees, but also for our part-
ners along the supply chains. 
Through the application of in-house collective bargaining regulations, Mosca supports freedom 
of association and the conducting of contract negotiations. At the same time, all employees 
and associations throughout the Group are offered space for a cooperative exchange be-
tween the parties involved (established employee representation, membership in trade unions 
and associations). 
Due diligence is regularly monitored in the Mosca Group supply chains with regard to negative 
impacts that could affect the human rights of employees.  
Currently, it is possible to submit a complaint via the email address: compliance@mosca.com. 
The complaint system is being revised and supplemented with an anonymous form on the 
website. 
No complaints were reported to us during the period under review.

GRI 404-1: Durchschnittliche Stundenzahl für Aus-
und Weiterbildung pro Jahr und Angestellten

TToottaall FFeemmaallee MMaallee
TToottaall EEmmppllooyyeeeess 22002211 5 1 4

FFTTEE 4.63 0.83 3.80
NNuummbbeerr ooff hhoouurrss iinn  22002211 8,704 1,566 7,138

Number of hours invested for our trainees.

GRI 404-3: "Prozentsatz der Angestellten, die eine 
regelmäßige Beurteilung ihrer Leistung und ihrer 
beruflichen Entwicklung erhalten"
TTyyppee  ooff aasssseessssmmeenntt FFrreeqquueennccyy ppeerr yyeeaarr
Target agreements for AATT min. 1
Performance appraisals for MMEEAA min. 1
TToottaall 100 %

GRI 405-2: "Verhältnis des Grundgehalts und der
Vergütung von Frauen zum
Grundgehalt und zur Vergütung von Männern"

TToottaall ggrroossss ssaallaarryy IInn  €€ IInn  %%

Of all employees 28.825.368,23 100

Total female 2.716.737,89 9.42

Total male 26.108.630,34 90.58
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408 Child Labor

408 Topic management disclosure 1.2 Child labour is unacceptable to us, be it at our company or subsidiaries, or in our supply 
chain.

408-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk 
for incidents of child labor

1.2 Suppliers are required to sign the Mosca Code of Conduct and complete a supplier 
self-disclosure form. Critical countries are documented in the supply chain risk manage-
ment process.

409 Forced or Compulsory Labor

409 Topic management disclosure 1.2 Forced or compulsory labour are unacceptable to us, be it at our company or subsidiar-
ies, or in our supply chain.

409-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk 
for incidents of forced or compulsory labor

1.2 Suppliers are required to sign the Mosca Code of Conduct and complete a supplier 
self-disclosure form. Critical countries are documented in the supply chain risk manage-
ment process.

410 Security Practices

410 Topic management disclosure Does not apply, no security personnel are required.

410-1 Security personnel trained in human rights 
policies or procedures

Not applicable

411 Rights of Indigenous People

411 Topic management disclosure We protect and respect the rights of indigenous peoples.

411-1 Incidents of violations involving rights of  
indigenous peoples

Suppliers are required to sign the Mosca Code of Conduct and complete a supplier 
self-disclosure form. Critical countries are documented in the supply chain risk  
management process.   
No incidents have been reported.
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412 Control of the compliance of human rights

412 Topic management disclosure 1.2 Legally and ethically compliant behaviour is a matter of course for Mosca. Legal and cultural 
framework conditions must be taken into account under all circumstances. We respect interna-
tionally recognised human rights.

412-1 Operations that are subject to a human 
rights audit or human rights impact assess-
ment was carried out

No audits have been carried out thus far for the Waldbrunn and Muckental sites.

412-2 Training for employees on human rights  
policies and procedures 

No training on human rights risks was conducted in 2021.

412-3 Significant investment agreements and  
contracts that contain human rights claus-
es or refer to human rights aspects being 
checked 

In general, all suppliers of capital goods are bound by our Code of Conduct, which contains 
corresponding human rights clauses.

413 Local Communities

413 Topic management disclosure 3.3 We are aware of our important role in the local/regional communities and take the responsibility 
that comes with it.

413-1 Operations with local community  
engagement, impact assessments, and  
development programs

3.3 a. All operating sites in Germany 
i. All operating sites are located in structurally weak areas, the local population is therefore in-
volved. 
ii. Regular noise measurements and coordination with the District Office will be carried out. 
iii. Social impact assessments will be taken into account as a process for the future.  
iv. Regional: Project competition in 2021 for associations, kindergartens and schools (financial 
support for digitalisation projects, total amount EUR 10,000); long-standing cooperation with  
Johannes-Diakonie Mosbach, sponsorship Björn Steiger Foundation  
v. - vii. To be included in future stakeholder surveys. 
viii. future Whistle-blower form       see Chapter 3.3

413-2 Operations with significant actual and  
potential negative impacts on local  
communities

Future plans call for the introduction of a process that will identify and document significant 
actual or potential negative impacts of business activities on the local community. There were 
no complaints from the local community in the reporting year. 
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414 Supplier Social Assessment

414 Topic management disclosure In its selection of suppliers, Mosca does not tolerate any violations of human or labour rights. 
Should suppliers violate the specified requirements, they will no longer be considered as a  
supply source.

414-1 New suppliers that were screened 
using social criteria

a. 100% of suppliers met the set standards. 

414-2 Negative social impacts in the supply chain 
and actions taken

a. 275  
b. 0 
c. 0 
d. 0 
e. 0

415 Public Policy

415 Topic management disclosure Mosca is conscious of its role as an active member of society and we therefore assume re-
sponsibility for global and regional concerns.  
Donations and other forms of social commitment are contributed solely in the company's inter-
est. Mosca does not make any financial contributions to political parties at home or abroad, to 
organisations affiliated with or similar to political parties, to individual elected representatives or 
to candidates for political office.

415-1 Political contributions Mosca does not give any party donations.

416 Customer Health and Safety

416 Topic management disclosure A systematic approach leads to a continuous reduction of health effects on customers using 
Mosca products.

416-1 Assessment of the health and safety im-
pacts of product and service categories

2.3 a. 100% of our Machines are CE-compliant in terms of safety; levels are significantly below legal 
limits (noise); development of SoniXs to minimise health risks during strap welding 
Straps: modern equipment in the production process help ensure health and safety  
All products have been and are continuously analysed for improvements

416-2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning 
the health and safety impacts of products 
and services

a. i. None 
ii. None  
iii. None 
b. No reported violations
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417 Marketing and Labeling

417 Topic management disclosure Mosca follows the approach of a truthful and open information policy. This includes compliance 
with all regulations and general standards in the marketing and labelling of products. Compli-
ance is ensured through cooperation with external experts.

417-1 Requirements for product and service infor-
mation and labeling

2.3 a. i. Shown on type plate and document 
ii. Strap: safety data sheet, machine: document 
iii. Document with appropriate safety and operating instructions 
iv. Machines can be dismantled to minimise environmental impact, straps can be recycled, a 
solution for collection from B2B customers is being sought 
v. Not applicable 
b. All machines and straps 

417-2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning 
product and service information and label-
ing

a. i. None 
ii. None 
iii. None 
b. No sanctions for official violations reported

417-3 Incidents of non-compliance concerning 
marketing communications

a. i. None 
ii. None 
iii. None 
b. No sanctions for official violations reported

418 Customer Privacy

418 Topic management disclosure 2.3 We comply with GDPR requirements. In addition to in-house data protection officers, an  
external body has been appointed to advise and review our processes.

418-1 Substantiated complaints concerning 
breaches of customer privacy and losses of 
customer data

None reported
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419 Socioecomomic Compliance

419 Topic management disclosure 3.3 We comply with all national, regional and local laws and regulations. In doing so, we take social 
standards into account.

419-1 Failure to comply with laws and regulations 
in social and economic subjects

No reported incidents of non-compliance with laws or regulations. We have installed a funda-
mental mechanism for this with our compliance check based on the country risk matrix. 



b2b customers Business to business customers

bioPP Biopolypropylene

CoC Code of Conduct

CSRD Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive

DHBW
Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative State University Mosbach, 
German "Duale Hochschule Baden-Würtemberg"

Digital Twin
A digital representation of a tangible or intangible object from 
the real world in the digital world.

DIN EN ISO 14001 International guideline for environmental management

DIN EN ISO 50001 International guideline for energy management

DIN EN ISO 9001 International guideline for quality management

DSGVO
General data protection regulation, German "Datenschutz-
grundverordnung"

EcoVadis World's largest provider of corporate sustainability ratings

End-of-line systems
The components that are downstream of the production  
process, e.g. removal of the goods, bundling, palletizing, labeling, 
securing of goods in transit.

EtO
Eningeered to order. An approach to production in which the 
individual parts are designed and manufactured individually for 
each customer.

EUMOS 40509  Test method for load unit rigidity  

GHG emissions Greenhouse gas emissions

GHG Protocol
Greenhouse gas protocol - worldwide recognized standard for 
the calculation of greenhouse gas emissions.

GRI
Global Reporting Inititative. A provider of guidelines for the de-
velopment of sustainability reports.

HMRC
His Majesty's Revenue and Customs - The UK government 
agency, which is responsible for the collection and calculation 
of taxes.

HSE Health, Safety and Environment

ILO
International Labour Organization - that aims to create decent 
and productive work for all.

IMWF
Institute of Management and Economic Research, German "In-
stitut für Management- und Wirtschaftsforschung"

IoT Internet of Things

ISCC Standard

International Sustainability and Carcon Certification. The ISCC 
standard was the first standard in the sector of sustainability 
certification to be recognized in Germany in July 2010 (ISCC 
DE Standard). The recognition by the EU Commission (ISCC EU 
Standard) followed in July 2011 for all types of biomass and bio-
fuels worldwide.

KPIs Key Performance Indicators

KrWG Waste Management Act, German "Kreislaufwirtschaftsgesetz"

LkSG Act on Corporate Due Diligence Obligations in Supply Chains

MTC Mosca Tech Centre

NABU e.V.
Nature and Biodiversity Conservation Union, German  
"Naturschutzbund Deutschland eingetragener Verein"

ODA/BDE Operational data acquisition, German "Betriebsdatenerfassung" 

ÖPNV
local public transport, German "Öffentlicher Personen-
nahverkehr"

Pay-per-use
A usage-based billing model in which only the used services are 
charged for.
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PET

Polyethylene terephthalate. The material is today one of the 
most important in the packaging and textile industries. PET is 
a particularly strong and moldable plastic known for its resis-
tant  dimensional and shape stability. The greatest potential 
for savings lies in the production of the material, as 61 % of the 
greenhouse gas is emitted in this phase. Recycling can strongly 
reduce carbon dioxide emissions.

PET-Flakes
PET is collected after use, melted down and then returned to 
the market in flake form.

PLA

Polylactide - biobased plastic made from polylactic acid. The 
basic material for PLA is lactic acid. It is the most important 
bioplastic in the packaging market because PLA is available in 
large quantities and easy to process. PLA is transparent, crys-
talline, rigid and has high mechanical strength.

PP 

Polypropylene is one of the most commonly used plastics, 
especially for packaging materials and films. An advantage of 
polypropylene over many other types of plastic: it can be re-
cycled comparatively well.

PV plant Photovoltaics plant

rPET Recycled polyethylene terephthalate

rPP Recycled polypropylene

SDGs
Sustainable Development Goals - the 17 global Sustainable  
Development Goals of the United Nations.

SME Small and medium-sized enterprises 

SoniXs
Ultrasonic technology for Mosca strapping machines. Use of  
ultrasound instead of heat to seal the straps.

SPS/ETS Spare part service is called at Mosca ETS (= Ersatz-Teil-Service)

TCO
Total-cost-of-ownership. Sum of all costs that are incurred for 
the acquisition of an asset (e.g. computer system) its use and, if 
applicable, disposal.

UL certification
The UL marking stands for the proven conformity of a product 
with the safety regulations of the USA and Canada. 

VDMA
Mechanical and plant engineering association, German "Ver-
band Deutscher Maschinen- und Anlagenbau e.V."

WebHMI
Webbased human machine interface - enables digital twin 
technology with data, visualization an control.

WIN-Charta
Business initiative sustainability Baden-Wuerttemberg, German 
"Wirtschaftsinitiative Nachhaltigkeit Baden-Württemberg"
Charta
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